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ABSTRACT

The recession, increasing energy costs, recent
studies like NASAP and INFCE, recent innovations
and new developments have resulted in a new situa-
tion in the energy field. Even near term nuclear
power R&D planning requires thus concurrent studies
of spallation (accelerator) and fusion/fission
hybrid breeding. (See figure on the cover.) A
first overview of these and other novel reactors
is presented.

It is now realized more than before that the
energy production must be based on optimal
synergetics based on symbiotic systems that
include a larger variety of energy sources,
even if we restrict us, as in this report, to
nuclear power.

A central factor is the considerations associated
with the constraints of fuel supplies, of enriched
fissile fuels, of U and Th and of fusile fuels (T).
(This situation is not as "simple" as in the case
of oil.) Thic report emphasizes the inherent charac-
teristics of various energy producing machines and
symbiotic systems in this respect including the
status, national programmes, environmental impacts
and their expected break-even U-prices as reported
in the litterature.

Approved by.
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Tables 31 and 32 have been devised to permit

major conclusions. This study is complemented by

and coordinated with our fast breeder, gas-cooled

reactor and advanced fuel-cycle studies (108 - 111),

(16 - 17). The tables suggest, that from a

global point of view all promising fission

systems are worth testing, the gas-cooled reactors

in particular.

While the LWR-AIS-LMFBR (WR+Advanced Isotope

Separation+FNaB) symbiotic system is the techni-

cally nearest and therefore most pursued one.

Tables 3 1 - 3 2 suggests more promise for the HTR

(HeGR)-based systems. This strengthens further

the ifryortance of launching the HeGR, as does

syne •:• * zxc considerations regarding the growing

fut - . use of gas and hydrogen as energy carriers.

Car i •* h&s already selected the DR+Sp (HWR+Spalla-

tie/r Freeder) system if the DRs could not do it

alo» <--.

Tit outcome of the breeder, fusion (F), fusion

hytrid (B/F) and spallation (Sp) R&D and the

fui.ire need for energy, will eventually decide

whi::h major fissile fuel production method(s)

will be the most advantageous. The in Table 32

suggested priorities and ratings focus the

immediate interest on the HeGR+AIS+FHeB choice

alternative. There seems however still to be

plenty of opportunities for innovations and

symbiotic synergetics, not the least regarding

smaller power plants, "Small is Quick and Beautiful"

Sweden should hence keep following this general

development and participate in it with own inno-

vations (like the inherently safe (against a

core melt-down) SECURE concept with a small

environmental impact).
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FOREWORD

With the corresponding reports on the high

temperature reactor (17), fast breeders (16),

(108 - 110), and on the advanced fuel

cycles (111) this report completes the assess-

ment of future nuclear power systems alternatives

conducted at Studsvik for the Board for Energy

Source Development (NE).

The importance of future total system synergetics

have essentially been excluded from the energy

debate. (The nuclear energy issue itself was

brought to a referendum after a debate that had

centered around todays LWRs, and possibly the

LMFBR, but which neglected futuristic superior

concepts.) Reports like "New Ways of Energy

Additions in Sweden" (NE 1981:13) ignor also

these possibilities. It is also necessary to put

the vast number of novel nuclear power develop-

ments into the synergetic perspective which is

essential to justify them.

This "Project 1064 082 Reaktorsystem S" is a

part time effort by one nuclear engineer only.

Though the report reflects new developments and

additional information since the previous preli-

minary report (31), it remains therefore still a

semi quantitative overview with the main purpose

of exposing the issues and problems associated

with the recommendation of the best future

nuclear systems for Sweden.

In order to understand the discussion of the

fissile fuel production methods by way of neutron

absorbing fertile blankets around fusion reactor

cores, a short overview of fusion reactor concepts

was also found to be necessary (Sections 4.6.1

and 4.6.2).
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1. ABOUT THE IMPORTANCE OF NUCLEAR ENERGY

The quality of life is still improving with new

technological advances. Experience shows us in

other words that the good constructive forces

have been and still are on the average stronger

than the destructive ones. If one did realize

this one would understand that the best way to

move forward is to support more sciences ard

technologies.

It is already frustrating that man has to live

with as long phase delays between the actual

innovations and their fruits as nearly his life

span in some instances.

MAN

Figure 1

The role of energy (E).
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Figure I illustrates the role energy is playing

in our lives. It attempts to bear out that we

only can improve our living conditions by utilizing

the resources of the world. To do things requires

energy and the more numerous we are, the more

things we want and the more depleted the natural

resources get the more energy is obviously

needed. Energy is also needed to clean up the

world and to keep us warm in a friendlier environ-

ment.

Energy is hence the instrument needed for a

better life, a friend and not a pollutant. Our

use of it does not affect the energy balance of

our globe.

If one wants to express this roughly in numbers

one can note for instance that during a recent

period of high prosperity growth in Sweden

between 1965 and 1973 the energy use grew by

3.4 % per annum while the gross national product

(GNP) grew by 3.3 %, that is proportionally. The

Swedish GNP was about 400 GKr in 1978 and the

total energy production about 400 TWh or about

1.5 EJ which at 10 öre/kWh corresponds to 40 GKr

or 10 % of the GNP.

One could hence say that the GNP grew in Sweden

at $ 60/GJ, (at 2c/kWh 1 GJ costs per se $ 6).

Our task is of course to improve this figure

further and that can above all be achieved with

cheaper energy that furthermore enhances produc-

tion and thereby the GNP itself.

All major studies such as IIASA's report "Energy

in a Finite World" and international conferences

(e.g. WEC) recognize the rapidly growing produc-
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tion of and need for energy, the dwindling oil

and gas resources, the disadvantages of coal and

the continued rise of energy costs. It is also

recognized that to avoid a serious global energy

crises, with its risk of triggering wars, nuclear

power is needed even in the low energy fore-

casts.

It should also be fully appreciated that if we

can produce energy on the global scale only a

little bit cheaper, say about 1 mill/kWh cheaper,

then we could save at the present consumption

level of around 300 EJ/a about $ 100 G (billion)

per annum. That saving could suffice to save

100 M (million) lives annually (at $ 1 000 per

person) from starvation and lack of simple

medical care. (The global annual population

growth is of the same ordor of magnitude.) This

should be compared to the some 50 000 lives lost

annually in that energy production. The point

made here is that lowering the price of energy

far outweighs the disadvantages even of the

total energy production from coal and oil today.

Now with cleaner and safer nuclear energy we

know that we can produce energy &t half the

price and save, if we wish, so many more lives!

Nuclear power has so far saved several thousands

of lives as compared to the conventional use of

coal and oil instead of these 1st generation

nuclear plants.

1. EKHOLM, R
Substantially Increased Energy R&D
Could Solve the International Crisis.
ENS Newsletter 1578-04, No 6, pp 1 - 2
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2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

EKHOLM, R
The Next Objective of Politics.
ENS Newsletter 1978-12, No 10, pp 1 - 2.

EKHOLM, R
A Chain Reaction that now must Diverge.
ENS Newletter 1979-04, No 12, pp 1 - 2.

EKHOLM, R
The Real Energy Problem.
ENS Newsletter 1979-12, No 16.

EKHOLM, R
Plentiful Cheap Energy has a Singularly
Strong Potential of Increasing Every-
bodys Standard of Living.
ENS Newsletter 1980-04, No 19.

EKHOLM, R
The Referendum on Nuclear Power in
Sweden.
ANS Annual mtg 1980-06-09, Las Vegas.

HÄFELE, W et al
Energy in a Finite World.
IIASA Ballinger 1981.
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2. THE SYSTEMATICS AND SYNERGETICS OF THE

NUCLEAR ENERGY OPTIONS (8 - 18)

The earlier pioneering spirit of exploring the

possibilities of tapping the nuclear energy by

means of the fission process was quenched in the

70-ies. This spirit that had attracted the best

young trains in the early postwar period of

reconstruction of our world (much by the use of

techniques developed for the war machinery),

resulted in the remarkably quick development of

commercial nuclear power and other useful nuclear

applications applauded by the world making R&D

the real fun it was, (Figure 6). Today the

usefulness of this revolutionary development is

being questioned. This has blinded the world for

the much greater opportunities that even the

severely slowed-down development after all has

produced and which could, in a revitalized

atmosphere of confidence in mans ability to do

well, result in another boom of progress.

These nuclear energy opportuniteis are schema-

tically indicated on the cover of this report,

Figure 2, the idea of which was suggested by

A Harms and J Ligou and which can serve here as

the focus for the following systematic treatment

of the status of nuclear power reactors and

their synergetics, (8). First a short explanation

of this way to systemize this field and of the

general opportunities that hence become apparent

(9) (8).

In the centre of the chart one is reminded of

the curve of binding energy and Einsteins mass-

energy relationship that permits the calculation

of the energy generation with the major processes

mentioned in the chart on which the corresponding

applications are based.
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Figure 2 n - neutron

Basis for nuclear power. * = radioactive atom

The fact that neutroi.s are involved in all the

so far utilized nuclear processes is also born

out and one should notice that while the fission

reactors need to carefully economize with their

neutrons, spallation and fusion represent neutron

rich sources.

On the other hand spallation and fusion are

energy poor reactions while fission is an energy

rich one. This does already suggest the possible

gains to be made by synergetics between fission

reactors (R), spallation breeders (Sp) or fusion

reactors (F).
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R s require a fissile fuel component, F's fusile

fuels at least for start up of new plants while

the Sp's have no such limitations. The two

latter ones need notably most energy for start-up.

R's can produce the power and R's and Sp's the

fusile fuel to initiate F's. Accelerators can

also ignite F's with high energy bsams of heavy

ion fusile fuel or even with tiny particles in

impact and colliding beam fusion reactors.

Relativistic electrons can also be used. F's can

also be ignited and driven with laser beams in

these so called inertial confinement fusion

reactors.

The neutrons from Sp's and F's are of higher

energy than from R's. This favors fast fiss-'jn

reactions and (n, xn) reactions etc. In Sp the

neutron yield increases with target atomic mass

number suggesting that the long-lived actinides

can be exterminated by serving first as useful

neutron sources as targets in a Sp.

The possibility of rich neutron sources opens up

new blanket techniques for production of fissile

and fusile fuels and used fuel rejuvenation

without the reprocessing and refabrication

fuel-cycle steps (less proliferation risks) in

subcritical configurations (for safety) without

an initial fissile or fusile loading (for minimum

risks of weapons proliferation).

Clearly then all this indicates how synergetic

opportunities will fill in the areas between

pure fission, fusion and spallation reactors,

how one can achieve energy and fuel selfsuf-

ficiency and optimal systems tailored to spe-

cific needs for minimum power costs.
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The economic optimization is further influenced

by dramatically varying factors of capital

costs, the plant or operation size factor, the

varying possibilities of high and low temperature

process heat utilization and by factors associated

with large industrial park aspects more suitable

for some synergetic nuclear systems than for

others.

Obviously the opened numberless opportunities

with the tremendous prospects for future innova-

tions make it difficult to comprehense all the

new possibilities. There is e.g. not well reported

on work in the USSR on a so called "Muon (cold)

Fusion" chain reaction where the muons act like

the neutrons in a fission chain reaction fusing

T with D and producing furthermore excess neutrons,

Figure 3. The practical possibilities this may

open are not yet understood. That of course

bears out the importance of increasing our

studies to cover this entire field for an accept-

able up to-date understanding of the status of

the development, (10).

The situation is not made easier by the fact

that the development of the fission reactor

sector R by itself is only in its beginning,

which means that one has really only scratched

the surface of the nuclear power development

opportunities.

We will start the more detailed treatment in

this status report with the fission reactors.

They can in their turn be systematized as is

shown in Figure 4 that indicates the development

of different R-types, a development that pro-

ceeds in the figure towards the center where one
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meets beam and fusion techniques. This chart is

by no means complete either, but serves here to

indicate the status of the major types of R

developments. Because of the almost infinite

amount of possibilities it is rational to devise

a system of reactor notations which is designed

to come as closely to traditional notations as

possible. The key for the notations is presented

in Figure 5 (11 - 13). This method of notations

is very flexibly allowing for future developments

and the naming of new R types including the Sp

and F developments as indicated by Figure 4, but

the extension to those areas has not yet at this

time been devoted the appropriate attention.

In the 40-ies and 50-ies when the pioneering

spirit was alive one approched the development

indicated by Figure 4 in a broad and almost

systematical way (alongside with the weapons

programs), but around 1960 the resources were

concentrated to achieve commercial break-throughs

with a few reactor concepts only and many promising

developments were fatally quenched, (as was the

work on nuclear waste problems).

Commercial break throughs were indeed achieved

practically with all major reactor concepts as

shown in Figure 6 (11) but at the cost of an

undesireable distortion of the development

leading to very costly support to old complicated

reactor concepts like the FNaB (LMFBR) at the

expense of other promising newer concepts like,

the high gain breeder FHeB (based on extensive

gas cooled reactor technology) and above all at

the expense of the HeGR's (HTR), development

(14 - 18).
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This is mentioned here to point out that the

existing development opportunities <io not only

concern new less known concepts, but still

include "good old" concepts that could be quickly

reconsidered and developed at relatively low

costs, (14 - lft). The expected low capital cost

FHeB could make a fast breeder competitive today,

something the FNaB concept has not yet achieved

and which has resulted in the unfortunate delay

of the fast breeder introduction. (Already in

the sixties all the major reactor vendors like

GE, W, B&W, KWU and our A-A wanted to develop

the FWB and e.g. GA the FHeB, but it all fell

through when the USAEC did not support a reactor

experiment with $80 M asked for by the industry.

Then the by OECD-NEA coordinated study concluded

that there were better opportunities for coopera-

tion on the FHeB).

As indicated by Figure 4 there are further the

not yet commercially used propulsion reactors

and a world-wide market for small reactors

including e.g. the in Sweden and Finland developed

inherently very safe district heat reactor, a

PWH named SECURE just to narae a reactor that

could be built today and which is assessed to be

quite competitive in a sufficiently large market.

As pointed out at the IIASA workshop May 24 - 27,

1981, the rising fossil fuel costs and a maturing

nuclear industry have brought us into a new

situation in which "small and quick are beautiful",

(26).

In the seventies one had accumulated huge amounts,

of the order of 1 Tg, of fissile weapons materials,

(enough to run all the reactors in the world

around 2 000 for a year) to "secure" peace. This
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and further weapons proliferation caused however

concern and now one is practising arms limitations.

Unfoz iiunately President Carter stopped also

reprocessing as a desperate move with this

latter purpose in mind. It is however interesting

to note, as pointed out by M Steinberg of Brookhaven

National Lab* that one needs hundreds of reac-

tors just Lo burn up the weapons stock piles.

This material could of course also be used to

put a thousand reactors (1 TWe) on line if we

can not have the FB's, Sp or E/F in time.

A] 1 this is important to understand if the

present assessments hold true regarding the late

time for a possible impact by beam and fusion

techniques, that is not earlier than after year

2020, or a FB impact only after 2010 (which

would fc>p weak unless more efficient breeders

like the FHeB are also introduced), and regarding

the view that the fission based reactors will

remain even after that the energy producing work

horses in the nuclear energy synergetics. It is

then the more important that the very best

(inherently safe and fuel efficient, low capital

cost, high availability, etc) R-types be developed

and introduced , (possibly including low

fissile mass gas-core reactors), considering the

expected necessary rapid build-up of the nuclear

power capacity in the global energy build-up

transition period up to and beyond year 2030

(7).

8. HARMS, A, LIGOU, J
The systematics of emerging nuclear
energy concepts.
Atomkernenergie/Kerntechnik, Vol 36
(1980) No 1.
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3. NUCLEAR ENERGY TIME SCALES, ISSUES AND

THE SWEDISH DILEMMA (19 - 27)

The major problem for nuclear energy i^ that of

public acceptance. It is for Sweden a very real

dilemma as a result of the referendum March 23,

1980 and of the decision in Parliament May 26,

1981, to indeed have all reactors dephased by

2010. On the other hand it was also decided to

reconsider the national energy politics in 1985.

If Sweden sticks to the 12 reactor plan (proposed

by party politics in the referendum) then the

domestic issues are simplified to the questions

of dependence on imported fertile and fissile

fuels, to the storage of our own nuclear wastes

and to worth-while improvements of the present

once-through (OT) fuel-cycle.

In the global perspective Sweden, as a highly

industrialized, high labour cost country, that

only can maintain and increase its standard of

living and quality of life by new better (but

not necessarily "high") technology, must be

expected to play its part in the production and

development of safe nuclear power, especially

considering the large domestic uranium resources

of over 0.3 Tg.

If we hence also realize that the referendum did

not consider future nuclear energy innovations

(reactors that inherently can not melt down and

that produce abundant cheap power etc) then we

must proceed to prepare ourselves for the next

choice in the nuclear synergetics for symbiotic

solutions.
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As explained in ref (19 - 20) the most advan-

tageous approach within the fission reactor

sector - pursued already - is the synergetic use

of thermal and fast reactors, as 3U is best

employed in the former while generated best in

the blankets of the latter, and Pu is best used

in the latter while largely available now in

used fuels of the former.

Similarly then one must be looking for the best

synergetics of all nuclear energy technologies

as the natural development j.oute. The task of

proposing optimal regional nuclear energy pro-

grams, for Sweden in this case, is hence becoming

more complex as one must take into account the

international developments and our role in them.

Introduction of nuclear power as a new major

energy vector is also necessary for regional

selfsufficiency in energy (a political stability

requirement), for special unique applications

like remote locations, to power ice breakers and

special vehicles, to prevent unnecessary oil,

coal and gas transports, for cheap, clean,

district heat or high temperature process heat,

for gasification and liquefaction etc.

The need for fissile fuels is a key issue in all

of this. It is not likely however that one

should mine all the globally available uranium

(maybe 10 Tg) to enrich it for some 10 TWe of

thermal reactor power, which per se could resolve

the energy crisis provided the costs of these

operations and the consequent use of selfsufficient

fuel-cycles would be acceptable.
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Thus one must look at the best options of breeders,

spallation (Sp) and fusion hybrids, (B/F) Figure 4,

as fissile fuel producers alongside new enrichment

methods.

Ji* a H cases one needs however, as already

pointed out in the preceeding chapter, low

capital cost thermal reactors as the power

generating work horses. In the near term the

status of the development offers us essentially

only a choice .̂mong LWRs, (WR), HWRs (PR) and

HTRs (HeGR). For the fissile producers customers

can choose between the LMFBR (FNaB) and the GCFR

(FHeB) for the turn of the century.

Of these reactors todays WR's have inferior

fuel-cycles and only marginally improved ones

may be developed for them in the near term,

(20). Furthermore it seems as, if Sp and/or B/F

would be available, the WRs would in symbiosis

with them result in a poor thermal system effi-

ciency according to a recent study, Tables 1 - 2 ,

Figure 7 (21).

Countries with large WR programs are at the

moment in their R&D programs still hoping to

solve the U resource problem by the use of the

LMFBR (FNaB) and this has been a popular approach

up till now in Sweden as well. It may however be

appropriate to quote here Nobel Prize Laurate

Hans Bethe's conclusions that "in the symbiosis

mode the LWR is; out and both the HWR and HTR are

in", (22).
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While one thus might best proceed today with the

available HWRs while waiting for the soon available

HTRs, Sweden can not consider any new reactors

just now and will therefore later be in the

position to choose between the two as it will

witl regard to the breeders as well. A probable

good and rational later choice may hence be the

HTR considering its versatility with respect to

the process heat sector as well and possibly

later followed by some GCFRs that also are

He-cooled, (17) (16), Table 3.

Table 3

Factors effecting the choice between HWR & HTR

Factor

Technology

Available

Evolution

Capital costs

Fissile loaair
for new plant

Siting

Environment

Safety

Applications

Enrichment

Processing

Fabrication

Resource
utilization

HWR (DR)

+ Established*

+ Now*

Limited +

Similar

+ Lower

Elf low temp, pro-
cess heat

+ Low

Large throughput
+ Established*

+ Conventional*

+

+

+

+

+

Similar

Thermal efficiency

Waste

Ease of i n t ro-

ue

CONCLUSION

+ Best (natural U
and once-through)*

AVAILABLE NO»-/

+

HTR (HeGR)

New

1990

Best

Bet'.er potential

Best

Best

Best

31, low & high temp
process heat,
propulsion

Complicated with high
burnup fuel

New

Better potential
Highest

Less

BETYER CHOICE

* Temporary advantage
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As explained e.g. by the NEA-GCFR-Coordinating

Group in its GCFR Status Report (23) the FBR

(FB) is globally needed. It was furthermore

suggested in a paper at the 2nd international

conf on emerging nuclear systems that even with

the advent of fusion (F) or B/F there is only a

narrow window prior to year 2025 during which

fusion must be introduced with FBRs if ore is to

avoid a larger U consumption than the estimated

available resources of about 5 Tg Figure 8 (19)

and Figure 9 (24). See also Figures 58 - 59 of

section 4.6.4 and section 4.5 to illustrate

further two available synergetic nuclear options

that offer rapid breeding without initial fissile

inventories.

I t-OH 0 T fuSiON INCLUDING
' NECESSARY TRiTiUM BREEDING

0 6- 0 70 0 7b 0 80 0 85 0 90 0 95

FISSION REACTOR CONVERSION RATIO = C

Fusion Hybrid Breeding Capability

H'G» PRACCAl MÄWE
U 233 'NVENTOR.V & FcED

0 7 08

CONVERTER C R

Fast Fission Reactor Breeding Capability

Figure 8

B/V and FB breeding capability.
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An important global conclusion of all this with

regard to development priorities is that all

these mentioned reactors complement rather than

compete with one another. If one is serious

about solving the energy crisis then one should

expediately try out ail these systems. One might

add that "Che HTR should not then be penalized by

a denatured fuel-cycle as in the INFCE exercise

which showed this not to be necessary.

Closing of the U- and Th-fuel-cycles is a bj all

agreed must, not only with respect to advising

optimal nuclear synergetic solutions but guite

generally if nuclear power is to play a really

significant role in the global energy production.

The technology is there and the matter can still

be handled on a timely basis unless politics

would interfere (25). The issue is how to do it

considering the international aspects of it and

the dependence on the domestic nuclear programmes

in particular.

Obviously then the enrichment side i^ of an

almost secondary, mainly a short term, interest

serving existing WRs in the first place (unless

radically cheaper Advanced Isotope Separation

AIS methods are introduced) when fuel processing

services, breeders and/or beam and fusion techno

logies will be available.

As pointed out so well by the International

Institute for Applied System Analysis (IIASA)

comprehensive study of "Energy in a Finite

World" (7) and by the IIASA Work Shop on May

25 - 28 of 1981 (26) the globe is entering a

transition period 2000 - 2030 when the power

production is steadily growing and is going to
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change from coal, oil, gas and WR dominated

power sources to a more steady state power

situation with gas (first natural gas, later

more synthetic gases and H2 ), converters (3U-

fueled WRs and HTRs) FBs, possibly accelerator

breeders (B/Sp), and fusion hybrids (breeders)

(B/F), solar systems etc for power production.

This will be accompanied by changing industrial

infra structures (new power transmission networks,

the hydrogen economy, more national energy

independence with an economic competition for

lower energy costs introducing a larger variety

of nuclear power sources tailored to specific

applications from electricity and process heat

generations to propulsion and from small local

plants in the MW size to very large power parks,

etc).

The IIASA study assumed a nuclear energy growth

scenario to 17 TW (10 TWe) which would require a

selfsufficient total nuclear fissile fuel scenario

to avoid the use of more than about 15 Tg of U

(7) (27). B Spinrad expressed that situation as

follows:

EB <BRB"1> = Z ER (1"CRR>

where the left hand side is the annual energy

production of the breeders E_ (of a breeding

ratio BR_) times the breeding gain BR--1 that is

proportional to the produced excess fissile fuel

and similarly the right hand side is proportional

to the consumed fissile fuel in the thermal

reactors. With such qualitative calculations he

composed a reactor mix as shown in Table 4 (27):
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Table 4

Global 17 TWy/y (10 TWe capacity) steady state scenario

Reactor Annual Energy
Rate, TW

Capacity
TWe

Conversion
Ratio

Fissile
Fuel

HTR
LMFBR

LWR

(HeGR)

(FB)

(WR)

"burners"

I

8

6

1

0

17

.75

.125

.45

.515

5

3.

1

0.

10

5

5

0

1

0

0

.9

.25

.8

3U

Pu
3U
3U

(Spinrad pointed out that conservative out-of-pile

times for the fissile fuel were used while the

losses in the fuel cycle were ignored.) Note

that the HeGR has been selected as the work

horse quite in agreement with this author's

selection in ref (20).

If only half the nuclear power component of this

is assumed, that is 8.5 TW, to match the present

reasonably assured U resource estimates of 5 Tg

a suitable target scenario of 3 TWe of FB's and

1 TWe of WRs and HeGRs respectively were assumed

for year 2030. With better FBs and DRs (HWR)

replacing some of the WRs and with eventual

fissile contributions from Sp and/or B/F the

HeGR fraction could however be made greater.
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4. NOVEL REACTOR DESIGNS & TECHNOLOGIES

As already pointed out the HeGR (HTR) and the

FBs have been covered in separate series of

reports because the thrust of the development of

new fissile power systems is today directed on

these two reactors that will be available, for

large scale use if one wants it, well by the

turn of the century, (14 - 17, 23), (28).

The fuel-cycles are also covered by a separate

with this coordinated report, which shows that

both the U, Pu- and Th, 3U-cycles or hybrids of

them are technically feasible and could be made

available within a decade (20) (25).

This report does nevertheless consider for

balanced conclusions results from all those

reports.

Generally speaking the more futuristic alterna-

tives beyond 2030 receive here relatively less

emphasis (e.g. pure fusion (F) that has been

developed in Sweden uncoordinated with other

nuclear power developments). Considering however

the internationally growing interest for accele-

rator breeding (Sp), hybrid reactors (B/F) and

growing nuclear energy synergetics considera-

tions, the work on all systems should in future

be more coordinated on the national levels. This

chapter on the status of system designs and

associated technologies reaches in that spirit

out a bit of the strictly fission reactor (R)

technology in order to tie in with other national

efforts on beam and plasma technologies.
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4.1 Light Water Reactors WR

4^1^1 General_asgects

The main interest for WRs is associated today

with the long excellent experience one has with

them and the role they therefore are playing as

an industrially widely established system in the

use of nuclear fuels to replace oil and coal.

The health of the WR development remains a basis

for the success of nuclear power. As explained

elsewhere in this report there are however

better reactors available for the future except

for special WR applications such as small district

heat applications by e.g. the wellknown SECURE

or the Canadian SLOWPOKE concepts, Figure 10 - 12.

The 20 kW SLOWPOKE research reactor units have

demonstrated the simplicity of the pool concept

with no pumps or valves in the primary circuit

and the inherent safety, because if it overheats

or boils, then the neutrons leak off and there

is less fission. The proposed 2 MWt prototype

would have 200 CANDU-type fuel elements of 5 %

enriched uranium oxide in a core about 0.5m

high by 0.3 in in diameter. A movable beryllium

reflector would provide control.

The light water coolant/moderator flows through

the core by natural circulation. Fuel element

simulation tests using heated tubes have been

conducted at University of Ottawa and AECL will

now run a pilot-size model test simulating the

heat of 31 fuel elements. A detailed design can

be ready by mid 1983 and a prototype operational

in 1984. Quite generally one can observe that

with the rising energy costs small, on short

schedules series produced easily transported and
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11

SECURE
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constructed WRs can claim a growing market

demand. This includes the maritime reactors

starting with ice breaker applications. The USSR

program has established a lead in these latter

directions with the operating ice breakers

Lenin, Arctica and Sibir and the construction of

PWH-500 MWt reactors to heat the cities of Gorki

and Vornoezh. There are also plans for a Soviet

nuclear container ship able to do its own ice

breaking. (Recent Canadian plans did not come to

fruition.) Nuclear ship propulsion opportunities

are however followed with interest notably by

Japan, FRG, US, France and UK. Progress is

mainly hampered by the need for the international

legislations required.

The Ministry of International Trade and Industry

of Japan has launched a development program for

a multipurpose 200 - 300 MWe electricity generating,

300°C process steam producing district heat

reactor WR/H. Start of construction is planned

for mid 80-ies. The Soviets have also plans for

introducing small, floating 84 m x 21 m PWR-1.5 MWe

power plants

Figure 13

The \H\ 1.5 PHK has hccn proposed for us* in
floating power plants.

1 Volume compensator 2 Core 3 Steam
generator 4 Control and protect on system
5 Separator 6 Steam lor turbine 7 Feedwater
miet 8 Cooler (or purification and reactor
shot-down systems 9 Pump 10 Elec-
tromagnetic filter 11 Ion-exchange filler
12 Metal-ceramic filter 13 Regenerative heat
eichangers

1-10
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While the French have not been able to go ahead

and build a proposed 100 MWt district heat

reactor "Thermos" of PWH-type, Electricité de

France (EDF) plans to start up in Oct 1982 at

Gennevilliers a fossil-fired inlet turbine loop

to demonstrate an ammonia bottoming cycle for

WR s to enhance their useful power output while

cutting capital costs due to a much more compact

turbine and building, decrease the need for

cooling water and permit a more optimal nuclear

plant siting with savings in transmission lines

and energy losses (30).

The main WR development is associated with the

fuel cycles and that is being accounted for in

ref (20).

This report limits itself therefore only to some

recent developments affecting the WR designs

themselves. The objective and limitations of

this work did not permit the treatment of the

off-shore WR development nor propulsion reactor

applications in general. The longer term future

of the WR s should therefore not be underestimated.
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4. 1^2 The _§P.ectral_Shif t_Controlle d_Re actor_SSR

Ref 107 is a basic report by Combustion Engi-

neering for EPRI on the SSR. Of new developments

of interest under this heading one might mention

a study by Ronen that explores the possibility

of refuelling WRs with natural uranium, (32). An

initial fissile inventory (of Pu) less than half

needed for ordinary WRs is reported. The achieved

burnup is however only 0.37 GJ/g (4 340 MWd/ton).

The use of spectral shift control using heavy

water doubles the burnup, but the economic

benefits are still "questionable" as the author

put it himself.

4.1^3_ Nuclear sugerheat reactors SWR

Hardly anything has been reported the past few

years on mixed spectrum, on fast steam cooled or

on supercritical steam cooled WRs. In the USSR

one is continuing however successfully with the

Boiling Water Graphite (moderated) Reactor BWGR

program (the author visited the 3 x lGWe units

on the Gulf of Finland) and Alexandrov et al

have reported on the work on a Boiling and

Superheating light Water Graphite Reactor BSWGR

of 2.4 GWe power level (33), Figure 14. The

reactor has 1920 evaporating and 960 superheating

channels. There are 16 main circulating pumps

and 16 vertical separators in 8 loops, the net

efficiency is 37 %. Other main parameters are

shown in Table 5. These channel type WRs are

claimed to allow easily changes to the Th-cycle.

One is also discussing the use of metallic fuel

at burnups around 1 GJ/g (12 000 MWd/ton) to

decrease the U consumption by 10 %. This would

double the Pu production. Th or U with 1 - 1.5 %

Pu could be used if required in these reactors.
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Tatle 5 •aln Characteristics ef theFBI-K Reactors

Riraaeter

Sleetrie power, al
Theraal power, aY
Steaa capacity, t/ar
Steaa conditions at
turbine Inlett

o
pressure, kgf/ea
teaperature, *C

Core diaensions9 a:
height
diaaeter (width and

length)
KiBÉber of channels»

evaporating '
superheating

UranivB inventory, t
VraniuB enriehaent, %

Arerage Duruup ef vraniva
discharged*
•id/kg:

froa eraporating
ohannels

1000
3200

5800

65
280

7.0

11.8

1693

-

192
1.8

1500
4800
8800

65
280

7.0

11.8

1661

-

189
1.8

2400
6500
9600

65

•59-

7.0

7.5x27

1920
960

293
1.9/2.3

18.1 18.1 19.4

f roa superheating
channels 18.1
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USSR-BSWGR-2.4GWe DESIGN OP 1977

Flg»14 The arrangemtnt ef the FEU-KQ mala equipment
(eleration)»
1- at earn separators 2- collecting group hMd«rt{
3- top wator pipollnas; 4- st«a»-wator pipolinos;
5- caetioa hoador; 6- top unit; 7* discbargt group
hoadorai 8- aala clrcuLatioa povpi 9- disehargo
htadtr{10- makeup wator hoadar; 11- reactor eoro;
12- bottoa •alatoaaaeo Bachlao; 13- bottom mit}
14- sido unit; 15- pool-bubblor; 16-«aturatod stoaa
hMdor; 17-atoas auporhoatlag hoador; 18- atoaa
•uptrheatiag pipolln««t 19- saturated stoaa plpollaoti
20- rofuolllsg aaehiao
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4.1.4 The Light Water Breeder Reactor (LWBR)

PWB

The report of the US nonproliferation alternative

systems assessment program NASAP concluded that

the PWB has about the same proliferation risk as

an advanced converter recycling fuel, and observed

that its resource utilization is somewhat less

efficient than with the FB. That has not stimu-

lated private-sector interest and the PWB develop-

ment would require substantial government funding,

(34). NASAP concluded that the most promising

resource extension options are WR improvements,

reduced enrichment tails assay and continued

development of the Pu fueled breeders.

INFCE emphasized more the SSR and the "seed and

blanket" WR than the PWB and concluded that even

such options could probably not be commercially

deployed until the next century (35).

Still the 50 MWe LWBR experiment at Shippingport

as proof of PWB principle is continuing tc

October 1982 when the plant will be closed down

and its fuel analyzed to determine the breeding

capability. Little else seems to be done on the

PWB. Various interesting innovative WR design

ideas have been put forward by Radkowsky, one of

the pioneers regarding the PWB, but he has

concluded (as is done in this report) that the

improved WR possibilities are more fruitful than

breeding in them (36). KWU of FRG is also active

in redesigning PWRs accordingly. A good recent

review of the "seed and blanket" and of the PWB

can be found in ref 106. It is concluded in this

reference that "a far greater potential for

improvement appears to lie in the use of heavy

water... and a feasibility study is being spon-

sored by EPRI... . Overall development costs are

estimated to be of the order of $ 1 G".
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4.2 Heavy Water Reactors PR

The DR championed by Canada as a national,

established program in the form of the well

known pressurized D20-cooled and moderated (by

cold D2O) pressure tube natural U fueled reac-

tors PDUR, known as CANDU, is by commercial

necessity, after the success at home, being

marketed all over the world as a fuel conserving

system that is not dependent on enrichment or

fuel processing services. (See section 6.2).

By way of introduction and continuation of the

previous report (31), one may take note of the

fact that Argentina has purchased in 1979 a KWU

(FRG) vessel type DR the so called Atucha II of

745 MWe, (see also sections 5.2 and 6.2), that

Japan has been very interested in buying a CANDU

with its load factor record of 80 % as compared

to the 50 % recorded with the WRs in Japan (or

60 % in the world) and that construction of the

first Rumanian 660 MWe CANDU has commenced.

(Pressure tube problems are expected to tempor-

arly lower the DR load factor record.)

Beside Canada, India is actually the only country

with a determination to pursue whole heartedly

the DR-line as one wants natural U using reactors

that produce Pu to fuel FBs to breed 3U from Th.

One is standardizing a 235 MWe CANDU for 10 units

after which 12 units of a 500 MWe standard

design will be built for 10 GWe by year 2 000,

(37).

On the technical side one might note that the

main problems seem to be associated with the

stretching of the pressure tubes (25 mm)
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which means that some 7 reactors must be closed

down around 1985 for retubing (at a cost of

$ 500 M). The down-time will also be used to

install a high pressure emergency coolant injec-

tion system. There have also been problems with

the steam generators at Gentilly-2, Point Lepreau

and Cordoba where tubes dented and warped as a

result of the high heat differential created in

the full-boiler stress relief treatment. Of the

48 similar SGs for Pickering B, 34 will be

rebuilt delaying these units 3 - 1 4 months. (On

the other hand it has been decided to speed up

the construction of thfc 4 units at Darlington so

that they will be taken into operation between

May 1988 and August 1990.)

Canadian CANDU exporting efforts resulted in a

new from 660 MWe to 950 MWe upgraded CANDU

design 1.o match both IAEA (i nternational) and

Canadian requirements, Figures 15 - 19, Table 6

(38).
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Fig 15 Gcnduv!xj Section through the reactor building showing
the positions of nuin primärt heat transport
»stem components.

1 6 Flan of the reactor building floor shi>» iny fuel
handling machines and safety fralurev
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Pig 17

lgcmtnl of a 37-etement Candu fuel bun-
dle.
1 Zircaioy bearing pads 2 Zi'caloy fuel sheath
3 Zircaioy end cap 4 Zircaioy end support
plate 5 Uranium dioxide pellets 6 CanluD
graphite mterlayer 7 Inter element Spacers 8
Pressure tube

I SWEW \ t, \

P i g 1 8 Principles of (he reactor containment system.

Block diagram: overall plant control
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Table 6

CAN DU 950: Technical Data
The data listed below refers to one reactor-turbine unit of a typical two-unit
station.

REACTOR TYPE

POWER AND EFFICIENCY
Fission power:
Net power output:
Typical thermal efficiency:

REACTOR CORE
Effective radius:
Length:
Cell arrangement:
Lattice pitch:
Reflector thickness:
Fuel channels:
Material:
Min. inside dia.:
Shield and closure plugs:

CALANDRIA
Length:
Shell:
Tubes:
SHIELD TANK
Construction:
Material:
Shielding:

Axial length:
Width:
Overall height:

Heavy water cooled
horizontal pressure
refuelling.

3394 MWt
950 MWe
30.4 per cent

3953 mm
5944 mm
square array of 600
286 mm
700 mm, average at
600
zirconium (2.5% wt)
104 mm
stainless steel

7800 mm overall
all-welded stainless
annealed zircaloy-2

and moderated
tube reactor. Onload

REACTOR CONTROL
Adjuster rods:
Mechanical control absorbers:
Liquid zone controllers:
REACTOR SHUTDOWN
Shut-off rods:
Drive mechanism:

Liquid injection:
Poison:

mid-point MODERATOR SYSTEM
Moderator:

niobium Moderator volume:
Design temperature:
PRIMARY COOLANT S'STEM
Number of loops:
Primary coolant:

steel Fuel channel flow (maximum)
Inlet header:
Outlet header:

rectangular, double-wall
carbon steel
demineralized water,. deoxygenated
carbon steel plate, and carbon steel balls
7730 mm
14 000 mm
19 750 mm

FUEL ASSEMBLIES
Fuel material.

27 stainless steel
4 cadmium/stainless steel
8 vertical, compartmented, (H2O)

36 cadmium/stainless steel
electro-magnetic, clutch-coupled
8 horizontal nozzle tubes
gadolinium nitrate

D2O
380.103 litre
100°C

two, independent
DjO
26.5 kg/s
266°C. 11.5 MPa (abs)
310°C, 10 MPa (abs)

natural UO2

STEAM GENERATOR
Number:
Total steam output

(8 steam generators):
Feedwater inlet:
Steam pressure:
Steam temperature:
Quality:

PRIMARY COOLANT PUMPS
Number:
Type:
Rating:
Flow rate:

TURBINE GENERATOR
Type:

8 (4 per loop)

1610 kg/s
177°C
5.0 MPa (abs)
264° C
99.75% (min)

4 (two per loop)
single-stage centrifugal
1i800kW
3400 kg/s

Cladding:
Fuel pellet diameter:
No. in element:

Elements:
Nominal bundle Si2e:
No. in core:

Nominal mass of U in reactor:
Average burnup
(design centre value):

zircaloy 4, graphite-coated id.
12.16 mm (nominal)
30 (nominal)
37 per bundle
length 495.3 mm; dia. 102.4 mm
7200
135 Mg

180 MWh/kg

Steam conditions at t.s.v.:
Speed:
Generator:

Rating:

REACTOR BUILDING
Containment structure:
Internal structure:
Inside diameter:
Height (top of base slab
to underside of upper dome): 62? m

Design pressure: ^„J kPa(g)
Containment free volume: 100 000 m3

1 double-flow h.p., 3 double-flow
I.p. cylinders
4.9 MPa (abs); 263°C
1800 min-1

direct-coupled, H/H2O-cooled
1320 MVA; p.f. 0.85; 22 kV; 60 Hz

cylindrical; pre-stressed concrete
reinforced concrete
52 m
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The modifications of the previous CANDU designs

include:

Higher seismic capability

Separation of safety-related equipment

- Single unit containment based on pre-
stressed concrete with an epoxy liner.
Figures 15, 16 and 18.

- Larger coolant pumps, 4 x 3.4 Mg/s
(245 m head).

- A second shut-down system based on
liquid poison injection (gadolinium
nitrite solution) directly into the
moderator in the calandria.

- A special safety system triggered by
low coolant pressure (5.5 MPa) involving
high pressure gas to inject water into
the core, then water from a tank in the
reactor building and in the longer term
cooling stage water from the sump in
the building.

Direct digital control and monitoring
with computers governing all major
control loops starting up and controlling
the plant automatically.

The larger plant offers improved neutron economy

and thereby higher fuel burnups.

As no new developments seem to have taken place

since the previous report (31) regarding the

organic cooled CANDU named CANDU-OCR (here ODR),

the design will not be described here. One may

however summarize the arguments for it, Table 7,

(39).
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Table 7

Advantages and disadvantages of ODR (CANDU-OCR)

Advantages Disadvantages

Very low working pressure
(assurance against loss of
coolant and fission product
releases)

Cheap, known materials can
be used

Thin pressure tubes (of non
absorging materials) can be
used in the core

Relatively new technology

Coolant is destroyed by radiation
(note however that the pressure
tube design minimizes the amount
of organic material in the core)

Some new materials

High thermal efficiency
(up to 40 %)

Based on known CANDU and oil
industry technology

Less corrosive coolant

New heat transfer technology
(materials, depositions, bubbles,
suspended materials etc)

Poorer neutron economy than for
CANDU

Carbide fuel reacts with air and
water

Low activity primary circuit
(accessible)

Fuel can stand power transients
(9 kW/m) and boiling would be
slow

Power reactivity coefficient less
advantageous

The fuel permits at the most 3
busted steam generator tubes

Because of its better steam
conditions, the reactor offers
steam for oil recovery from
oil sands at 2/3 the price
of coal or of the ordinary CANDU

Less promising than the HeGR
(HTR)
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The most interesting novel features of DRs

remain however the future opportunities to

employ the Th fuel-cycle. This does fortunately

not involve significant changes of reactor

designs, but as accounted for under section 6.2

the commercial economics of Th may not be there

before the turn of the century unless some of

the more drastic concept proposals such as those

suggested by Radkowsky (including three breeders,

DB) would be studied further, found sound and

developed successfully, (36) (106). One should

note that seed and blanket concepts lead to very

tight lattices and hard neutron spectra i.e.

towards a fast breeder (FDB). The suspension

fuel breeder (DSuB) is a very promising concept

that was included (as was the seed and blanket

concept) in the INFCE study (35). A good coverage

of it can be found in ref (106). It seems unfor-

tunately unlikely that these unconventional

concepts will be exploited commercially considering

the difficulties one is facing right now just in

trying to keep the DR-line alive as a commercial

option. The committed domestic DR programs in

Canada and India are however not threatened and

some sales abroad (e.g. to Rumania) have been

made. China, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Mexico,

Netherlands, South Korea, Taiwan and Yugoslavia

have also shown interest in DRs.

See also Table 3 for factors effecting the

choice between DRs and HeGRs (HTR).

DR process steam is to be used at the Bruce

energy center and proposed for oil recovery from

tar sands.
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4.3 Molten salt reactors

Though the potential merits of molten LiF based

salt, graphite moderated breeders LiFGB (MSR)

are promising for instance in relation to the

FNaB (LMFBR) as summarized in Table 3.3.1 of the

previous report (31) and in connection with

fusion hybrids B/F and spallation blankets the

US NSR program was essentially terminated in

1976. Some work has continued still by Electricité

de France, in Switzerland, in the USSR and in

the USA, (106).

Yet interest for molten salt concepts keep

popping up in various new novel reactor develop-

ments from accelerator to fusion breeding and in

general surveys of new alternative nuclear

energy sources including the NASAP and INFCE

studies, (92).

The NASAP study concluded that the molten salt

concept needs R&D especially in the areas of

materials (including codes and standards) develop-

ment and component sizes, T-handling, gaseous

fission product storage and remote maintenance

techniques, (34).

The INFCE study included only a Soviet paper on

the symbiosis of molten salt reactors with

fusion hybrids, and a Swiss paper, (35).

Because of the extensive coverage of these

reactors in the previous report (31), this

report will not repeat any design aspects but

add some of the new material to illustrate

further how this technology could complement

traditional and new nuclear energy technologies,
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Figure 20 shows a fast converter named "SOFT" as

conceived by a study at the Swiss Federal Institute

for Reactor Research (EIR), designed with the

objective of having outstanding environmental

advantages, (40 and Section 5.3).

A study at the Kurchatov Institute in Moscow

investigates the possibilities of a free convec-

tion high temp molten salt reactor concept for

process heat applications, Figure 21, (41). The

work suggests the possibility to use gaslift to

solve the high temp pumping problem. A coolant

temp as high as 1 300°C is considered in this

case.

Molten salt blankets have been also considered

for accelerator breeding, Sp, because of their

nonvolatile nature as will be explained in

Section 4.5, for fusion hybrids B/F because of

their Li-content, Section 4.6, and for gas-core

reactors. Section 4.4.

Figure 22 shows the Livermore (LLNL) Tandem

Mirror (Magnetic Confinement) Hybrid Reactor

(TMHR) using a molten salt blanket, McBeLiFB/F,

with the expected advantages of low power density

and fission product inventory, fission suppression,

low afterheat and a high ratio of (nee fissile

production)/ (energy production). Because 3U is

removed on-line the blanket replacement is

dictated only by radiation damage. Disadvantages

include the use of Be, magnetic fields, T and

structures in high flux regions, (50).
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Fig 22 TMHR - molten soil blonket central cell region
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As the survey of gas-core reactors in the previous

report (31) and the NASAP study (34) shows, this

class of nuclear reactors can be employed (once

developed) for all nuclear power applications.

Typical (including inherent) features/problems

are (42).

Gaseous or plasma fuel as fluoride
(mixed with other gases) or metallic
vapour

Low critical mass and total fissile
inventory

Good fuel economy and breeding possible
(with low enrichment) due to little
parasitic absorptions, continuous fuel
reprocessing with burning of actinides
in the high flux

High temperatures for good thermal
efficiencies and high temp process and
propulsion applications

Materials problems including materials
non-compatibility, gas dissociation and
deposition cf fissile materials
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o

o

Need for new on-line fuel processing
techniques

Codes, standards and licensing problems

New components, and generally more
difficult operating and maintenance
techniques

The NASAP study that emphasized proliferation

risks, safeguards, safety, operation, resource

utilization, environmental impact, economics,

use of existing technology and R&D requirements

ranked the proposed concepts as follows:

3

4

5

The Heterogeneous Gas Core Reactor
(HGCR), Figure 23 (42)

The Mixed Flow Gas Core Reactor (MFGCR),
Figure 24 - 25 (42)

UF6 Breeder Reactor (31)

Coaxial Flow Reactor (31) and

Closed Cycle U Plasma Reactor

Figure 23 illustrates the leading candidate that

could more rationally be named HeUF6GR as it

contains He mixed with UF6 fuel and is moderated

by a heterogeneous graphite structure. The He

enhances the thermodynamic, fluid dynamic and

heat transfer properties of the gaseous fuel.

The design resemblance with a HeGR (HTR) is

striking. The Pu discharge is very low and could

in fact be recirculated and consumed. Some

comparisons with other reactors are shown in

Tables 11 - 14. Table 14 shows a fuel self-

sustaining system (conversion ratio of unity)

achieved with a blanket when the initial enrich-

ment is 10 % of 5U. Note the small 5U loading of

39 kg only for a 2.5 GWt reactor! This concept

is being developed at Univ of Florida and some

experimental work is being conducted at Los

Alamos Sci Lab (42).
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Table) I I Typkal fw*l utiliiation, conversion ratio and average r\i ditchorg* per
ytor for various types oi reactors (7000 MWIi!))

Reac tor
typ»

PWR

BVR

HTGR

HWR

iccn

Futl

(MUD/MT riat I1'

kWo

4'.7O

7 6 ^ 0 *

t»7OO

1 . 5

0 . 5

O . «

O . 9

O . d

per year
(k»J

2 0 0

2 O O

2 5 0

1 5

i n i t i a l

1. J

2.7

9 3 . 1

n . 7

in.o

'Does not include Th loading

Table i lTypkal feed and enrichment requirements lor various types ol reactor*
over their lifetime

Reactor type

P t R

BVR

HTGII

IIWR

HGCR

Fet J
(MT

r«quirement

5-PO

557O

28)0

38)0

32 0

-_

30J0

2 7 3 5

2510

2 3 1 0

K

X

X

0

X

lo1

i o '

1 0 1

-wi i

Fig J3 Heterogeneous gas core reactor using graphite moderator

1000 MW(el), 30 years of operotion, 75% load foctor, no Pu recycle, conven-
tional ore, 0 30% enrichment tails

Toble 17 »ecjinning-oflrle uranium inventory requiramenH lor various 1000
MW(el) reactor plants

Table 1 l Companson ol 2500 MW(th) MFCC» ond HCCR sustoiner systems

Reactor type

BWR

HTGR

HVH

IIGCR*

- " l . e o r o
(Ml

3090

37*tO

26|O

1290

3»

LV c or»
(ku)

88,350

141,000

2,9OO

1 8 1 , 5 1 5

3 TO

235U/.y.t.«
(k,)

3090

37^0

261O

1290

"129

I /RVItfM
Ikel

8rt.3 50

1'io.ono

2,900

1B1.5U

^ , J ^O

* 1 /11 of fuel inventory is in core

Moderator

Blanket

Core VOIUM» (• )•

Blanket volume :«-*)

(.t.)-

ra in cor» lite)'

U loading in core Ik*)-

U loadinn in cor» (k()"

H

235,,

Mixed flow

Oerylli

Holtrn

tk.b

"19.8

11.5

100

212

2 120

loltan »alt

8.7

21

39

390

Both systems initially fueled with 10 wt% enriched (in mU) UF, and have a
conversion ratio of unify.
Molten salt blanket composition is 'liF-BeF, ThF, with concentrations of 70-16-
14 mole%
' Volume fraction of HGCR core which is fuel is 0 3
" BOl values

ned flow gaseous core reactor arrongemer» for a 2500 MW(th) system ed flow gaseous core reactor conceptual configuration
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Table I S Typical equilibrium cy<le pulsed iwteor piston system operating
condilione

Compression Satio ^
C i ea rant e lOmne ,TI )
Intake Line jas Pressure ( a t * )
[rttjhe Line (JJS Temperature (*K)
Engine Speed .rpmj
Piston Cycle Time- (sec)
LOOP C i re u1at 'on Time (sec)
Average Prompt Neutron L i fe t ime (msec)
Core »eight at TOC (cm)
C o r e Stadium a t T M ( c m )
Uramjn Hdss In Core (kg)
Hel'K» *JSS in Core (kg)
Uranium Enrichff*nt fwt l )
rUiimum Oas Temperature i°K)
Maalmuflt Gas Pressure iatff) ,
Na»imum Core Thermal Iteutroo Flu» fn/ew'sec)
Aweraqe E«haust tias Temperature CK)
Averaqe EH^aust (jds Pressure (atni)
Cycle 4«era }e fas Temperature ( K)
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Fig 2B General schematic for o pulsed nuclear piston (PNP) power system

Table 1 ^ Typkal equilibrium cycle pulsed gas generator syslem operating
conditions
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The inner BeO region of the moderating rejector region is 10 cm thick and at an

average temperature of 675 K

The O'jter D ; O region of the m o d e ' a 1 ' ^ reflec'or region is 70 cm thick ond at on

2 8 Genn'o l sfh«matir for o pul ied go« generator (PCG) nuclear power
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Figures 2 4 - 2 5 show the NASAP second choice, a

similar concept that could be called HeUF6BeR as

Be is used for moderation. A molten salt blanket

is also included complicating it further. The

average mixed coolant/fuel temp is 1 000 K.

To complement the survey of gas-core reactors

initiated in the previous report (31) one should

add here brief descriptions of two pulsed gas-core

reactor concepts, (43).

The first is called the Pulsed Nuclear Piston

(PNP), but perhaps more rationally PlHeUF6Be0P-Pst

as it has He+UF6 as the working gas in the core

and BeO as moderator, and as (naval) propulsion

P applications may be the most beneficial at the

relatively low power levels in question (the

1 - 1 000 MWe range). It is described by Figures 26,

27 and Table 15. Supercriticality of the fuel

gas is reached before the piston reaches it

outermost position. Total mechanical and turbine

power is in the 2 to 8 MWe range per chamber.

Max gas temp are 1 200 - 1 400 K.

The second concept has no moving piston, Figure 28,

Table 16. The gas is cyclically injected into

the core. It is thus a simpler system called

Pulsed Gas Generator. A more rational name would

be Pulsed He+UF6 cooled/ fueled Reactor PlHeUF6R.

Max BeO surface temperatures are here 850 K,

(43). Both systems are reportedly easy to control

with good load following capability. They could

be applied for power generation where small

units are desired, for process heat, propulsion

and nuclear pumped laser applications.
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4.5 Spallation and accelerator breeding,

(beam technology)

The generation of "spallation" neutrons as a

result of hitting heavy nuclei targets with

positively charged particles of high kinetic

energy was discovered in the late forties, by

experiments e.g. by Goeckerman, Pearlman, O'Connor,

Seaborg and others. Breeding by neutrons from

such impact and/or fusion induced nuclear reac-

tions has been called "electro-nuclear breeding",

(44). Already in 1947 E O Lawrence recommended

"accelerator breeding" for the US weapons program

and a project called MTA was established, (45).

It was however terminated in 1952 as a result of

the ample supplies of uranium discovered in the

USA. Lewis recognized at that time in Canada the

significance of breeding 3U from Th for the

CANDU (DR) reactor using spailation neutrons.

Since then work on spallation has continued at

Chalk River.

In the USA interest in spallation for transmuting
137Cs and 90Sr fission product waste was revised

at BNL in 1967 and then the interest in accelerator

breeding as a back up to the LMFBR program was

also initiated at BNL. The interest grew further

as a result of President Carters non-proliferation

policies that deferred nuclear fuels reprocessing

which made the world aware of the uncertainties

of ensuring desired fuel-cycle services.

In the FRG one has established a project for a

high power spallation neutron source aiming at

the construction of a SNQ (Spallations Neutron

Quelle) facility at Jiilich. KFA which could

serve a very broad spectrum of basic nuclear R&D

application, (46). (The project is open for

international cooperation.)
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Summarizing the aspects of Sp that have or is

justifying this development and the associated

accelerator development and which must be opti-

mized in the designs of Sp facilities one can

Breeding of fissile or fusile fuels
without prior large inventories of
fertile fissile or fusile materials, a
"new" back-up/complement to the fast
breeder and an adequate fuel resource
base (U, Th) for all nations.

Fissile and fusile fuels can be bred
using Sp under subcritical fission
chain reaction conditions (which could
be important with regards to the public
concern about nuclear safety).

Beam techniques offer various ways of
achieving/triggering fusion more easily.

The era of WRs can be continued somewhat
longer into the future and the thermal
converters can be made the desired
large-scale, term work-horse
option removing the doubling time
constraints on breeders.

The nuclear waste can be reduced by
transmutation reactions quite sub-
stantially if desired, providing a
back-up/complement to deposition of
nuclear wastes.

Fuel reprocessing, refabrication and
weapon proliferation risks can be
reduced by fuel rejuvenation in the
blanket of ? Sp.

To achieve neutron abundance there is a minimum

"requirement" of getting over 30 net fissile

nuclei bred per incident proton, (8). If we with

a 1 GeV proton, produced from 6 GeV of thermal

energy, can by way of spallation and use of Th

breed 30 atoms of 3U, then as each such fissile

atom can release 0.2 GeV when fissioning, we
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will get 6 GeV of thermal energy back, but we

are then not counting the extra bonus from the

breeding capability of the 3U, nor from the fast

fissioning etc in the Th blanket.

To assess the practicality (technical feasibility)

of this one can look at Figures 2 9 - 3 0 suggesting

a linear increase of neutrons with the energy of

the projectile (45) (49). The n-yield increases

also due to fast fissions if targets like 8U are

used, and by going from protons (p) to deuterons

(d) one can increase the yield about 20 %.

Higher cost and design constraints of a d-accel-

erator tend however to negate the higher neutron

yield advantage compared to a on p's based Sp.

Typical neutron spectra are illustrated by

Figure 31 (47).

Figure 32 shows schematically the main components

of a Sp (accelerator breeder). Some development

must still remain to apply the existing big body

of beam technological know-how for these particular

applications. One is however claiming, that

rather straight forward engineering only is

required to achieve 1 - 2 GeV protons in the

desired currents of about 0.3 - 0.4 A, Table 17,

for full size machines giving a with nuclear

reactors comparable plant factor, (44) (45).

The major technical problems are associated with

the target/blanket to produce the neutrons and

the bred fuel.

The problems here are associated with the window

between the vacuum of the accelerator where the

particle beam is energized and the target that

must be very effectively cooled. The power

densities generated where the projectiles impact
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TABLE 17 fa 5)

CHARACTERISTICS OF

ACCELERATOR SPALLATION REACTOR

(ASR)

FOR SUPPORTING LWR POWER ECONOMY

p-ENERCY

CURRENT

BEAM POWER

MACHINE EFFICIENCY

POWER TO ACCELERATOR

POWER GENERATED DI TARGET

PLANT FACTOR

Pu 2 3 9 FISSILE FUEL PRODUCTION

FUEL FOR 1 - 100O MW(e) LWR

NO. of LWRs SUPPORTED

2 GeV

300 oA

600 KW

50Z

1200 MW (e)

3600 MW(t) ( s e l f - s u f f i c i e n t )

807.

3700 kg/yr

300 k.g/yr

12

.OS MeV 2 MeV 2 0 3 MeV

INJECTOR RADIO I
FREQUENCY |
QUAORUPOLE |

J I

DRIFT-TUBE|
LIN»C

COUPLED CAVITY LINAC

RF GALLERY

S km

1000 Mev

K>
TARGET/
BLANKET

TURBO
GENERATOR

-H

Fig.32 A schematic diagram of the main components of an

Accelerator Breeder.
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on the target to spallate neutrons would be much

higher than in the FNaB (LMFBR) and thereby very

difficult indeed to handle unless means to

mitigate this problem can be found. The power

generation and the breeding of fissile isotopes

must be spread out more uniformly in the target/

blanket, especially if fertile or used fuel

elements are rejuvenated for direct transferral

to a power reactor without reprocessing or even

refabrication.

Since water- or gas-cooling would require a

window, one is at BNL working on designs where

sufficiently low vapor pressure Pb or Pb/Bi jets

are used and carefully spaced for a suitably

spread-out target volume between fuel element

bundles. Figures 33 - 34 (45). Though the power

densities can be brought down to the acceptable

levels typical of existing reactors like the

LMFBR the materials problems seem to be more

difficult (44).

It seems most likely that the development will

proceed in a number of steps the first of which

are already being taken. At Chalk River one is

proposing a full-current beam (0.3 A) accelerator

facility ZEBRA (Zero Energy BReeder Accelerator)

to produce 10 MeV protons. It could be followed

by a 70 mA 200 MeV experiment as an engineering

test bed that later could be built out to a

1 GeV prototype accelerator breeder.

At Brookhaven (BNL) one is talking of three

different approaches: (103) (105).
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The so called Linear Accelerator Driven Reactor

(LADR) would produce power. To be economically

viable the power generated in the sub-critical

reactor assembly needs to be at least 5 times

that required for the beam. Natural uranium

could be used without reprocessing of the fuel,

but each power producing unit would require its

own accelerator. (With the in chapter 2 presented

rational naming system this machine could be

denoted S/Sp for subcritical spallation reactor.

If the design is water-cooled and natural U-fueled

one can use also the notation wus/Sp.)

With the Linear Accelerator Fuel Enricher Regene-

rator (LAFER) named machine, 2 % enriched WR

fuel from several reactors is rejuvenated to

3.2 % fissile in the target-blanket assembly to

be shipped back to the WRs. This reduces enrich-

ment and reprocessing demands, especially if the

fuel is rejuvenated two times, (103).

The 3rd concept is the so called Linear Accelerator

Fuel Producer (LAFP) that enriches fuel from re-

processing and fuel production plants acting as

a more conventional breeder, but at subcritical

power suppressed conditions. (The last two

machines can be denoted here as B/S/Sp or WB/S/Sp,

i.e. water-cooled breeding, subcritical, spalla-

tion reactor.)

Basic development is still required along the

whole contour of the system from establishing

the nuclear reactions with factors affecting the

neutron yields, through some accelerator engineer-

ing to the blanket design and er-gineering including

cross-section work, clad developments etc consider-

ing the target neutron spectrum, Figure 31,
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target dispersion and cooling (fission suppression),

irradiation doses in fuels/clads, liquid metal

or salt technologies (materials development),

control and safety. Component testing and proto-

typical plant demonstration takes one finally to

around 2010 for a possible commercial break-

through, provided the necessary funds are

allocated along the route. This is fortunately

not too late should this technology be asked

for.

Accelerators are also used with fusion as

explained in section 4.6.3.
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4.6 Fusion F and plasma technology

Quite generally and historically fusion has

attracted researchers and R&D support as

a. It offers a limitless fuel resource
(v7ater) for all nations and an alterna-
tive to fission (which with the breeders
also offers a practically limitless
energy source).

b. It is not handicapped with the post
prompt critical chain reaction type
accident conceivable in some fission
reactors.

c. It does not generate the "nasty" acti-
nides as by fission and

d. it avoids potentially large environmental
impacts from the loss of core cooling
and fuel melt-down accidents as there
is no reactor core to melt and hardly
any decay heat production.

While proof of principle has not yet been achieved

experimentally and the recognized feasibility

problems are severe indeed the scientific challenge

it represents to man has for prestige and other

reasons (hopes for useful spin-offs etc) always

secured the researchers considerable R & D

funds, over $ lG/a today for work in this area.

The points above with the sun as a natural

fusion reactor that man is used to live with,

have exempted fusion from much of the oppostion

encountered for fission. This is however changing

with the arms race, the again peaking fear for

high technologies, and with a better understanding

by the public that fusion too involves radioactive

contamination problems, especially so in synergetic

systems with the earlier hybrid reactors as

fissile fuel factories. As will be explained
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below and in section 5.6, points a-c above do

not turn out to make fission vs. fusion compari-

sons a choice between black and white.

Since the important synergistic opportunities

between fusion (plasma), fission and beam technolo-

gies have become clearer the few last years, it

becomes unavoidable to include fusion into a

report like this. The emphasis is however here

on the synergetic aspects for a balanced treatment

(see chapter 2). Fusion systems do now occupy a

major portion of the conferences on emerging

nuclear systems (8)(21)(24-26). There are projects

in Sweden that have fusion R&D as a more singular

objective. (This study has been conducted separate

from those projects.)

The status reports on fusion technology by the

international Fusion Research Council (IFRC) of

1978 and by the Culham Laboratory covers broadly

the fusion issues (97) and concludes that

plasma burning demonstration in ignition
experiments might be achieved around
1987 (e.g in JET)

demonstration of a sustained net energy
output after another 7-10 years, i.e by
1995 and that

demonstration of the technical practica-
bility, economy and reliability by
operation of a full size demonstration
plant could be achieved in tne 1995-2025
period by a $ 15G program.

In 1970 the global expenditure on fusion research

was around $ 100M/a. It has grown since by an

order of magnitude. It is therefore no wonder

that very significant progress has been made the

last few years. The EEC Councils of Minsters
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have approved the 680 M u.a. 1982 - 1986 fusion

program. The total EEC five year fusion R&D

budget amounts to $ 1.6 G.

The interest for fusion in the Section of Advanced

Systems (NRA) at Studsvik arose when large

studies abroad concluded that fusion might

become a factor in nuclear energy synergetics as

early as the breeder rather than around 2040 due

to slipping breeder schedules and as a result of

a number of advances and tricks that can be used

to ignite and run fusion reactions at less

severe conditions (e.g of an order of magnitude

lower plasma Q values. Q = generated nuclear

power/injected power-ratio) than the classical

Lawson criteria put on the plasma temperature,

density and confinement times, Figur 35 and

Table 18. Right now one is routinely sustaining

plasmas for an order of a second at 1O7K and one

is within a factor of 10 of the Lawson nt criteria

for D-T ignition. As will be covered below, some

companies are aiming at F-concepts that they

claim could be commercial by around 1990 already.
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Table 18 Plasma parameters achieved in toroidal pinches

Confinement lon Lawson Sustainrrwnt
t imer, :s temperature parameter time >

7",: K nr,:
cm ' s

1955
I960
1965
1970
1977

Needed for
a reactor

10 »
10 4

2x 10 3

10 2

5x 10 -»

10°

I03

10"
10*

i 5x 10"
2x I07

10*

i 10»
10'"

i IOM

1 5x10"
I 2x 10"

10"
, i

10 '
3x 10 '
2* 10 J

10
10

10

As pointed out before, fusion was not really the

object of this report, but the synergetics

aspects has brought R, Sp & F together as ref-

lected e.g. by two recent conferences attended

by the author (50) (26). In short, one can add

two points e and f to the four above (a-d)

motivating F Work, points that made it necessary

to include F in this report:

Fusion hybrids (B/F) in relatively few
numbers can make thermal reactors
(including the WRs) the desired large-
scale, long term work-horse option, and
remove the doubling time constraints on
breeders.

Fusion offers alongside the HeGH (VHTR)
another potentially viable nuclear high
temperature process heat source F/H
including an option to achieve the
promising hydrogen economy (51).

As another general observation one may point out

that the number of conceived F-concepts are of

the same order of magnitude, around 100, as for

R-concepts (as reflected by Figur 4). There are

over 20 nuclear fusion reactions that offer

reasonable cross sections for a basis for Fs.

The most important ones are listed in Table 19

(52).
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Table 19

Some key fusion reactions

Reactions Energy
Released. E .
lev c

Fraction of E
to Charged
particles, f

D • T • n •

20

17.6

7.2* .66

D •

P *

JHe

"B

- u •

• 3..

P IB

8

3

7

1

1

.0

.0

•43.1 »lev released per 4D reacted if credit is also taken for
burning the T and He product as in Cac.-D operation.

One is roughly dividing the F concepts into

A.

B.

Magnetic containement fusion systems
(McF): Tokamak, Mirror etc. See fox
instance ref (53) for an overview of
these and

Inertial confinement fusion (IcF)
systems: Laser, etc F. An overview can
be found in ref (54 - 55). (Important
parts of the IcF development are still
classified because of the applicability
to weapons programs).

The McF's have been more developed and the

thrust of the F-development is on them.

To be more specific, the concensus among re-

searchers is that Li should be used for T pro-

duction for D,T fusion, but no such blankets

have been built and no tests of Li/T-handling

have yet been conducted. T can be obtained from

fission reactorr, e.g. from the fission products,

the heavy water or from the Li in eventual

molten salt reactors.
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4.6.2 Magnetic_Confinement Fusion_McF

Looking at the US scene one must mention the

Magnetic Fusion Energy Research, Developement

and Demonstration Act of 1980 (HR 6308, cham-

pioned by Representative Mike McCormack) that

includes the construction of a Center for Fusion

Engineering and the construction of a Fusion

Engineering Device (FED) to demonstrate engi-

neering feasibility in the 90ies. It could also

be a test bed for fusion breeder blankets and

driver technology. Commercial potential should

be determined by around 2000 as part of this

$ 20G program. The Pres Reagan Administration

McF FY'83 budget request is now $ 444 M.

Present knowledge is not sufficient to specify

the FED power level, nor its duration. It must

be a robust reactor and typical scoping study

parameters are a plasma burn mode of Q=5, a

major plasma radius of 4.8 m, a first neutron

wall loading (T) of 0.65 MW/m2, a burn time over

100s and the number of full parameter pulses

over 50 000 with a testing time at full parameters

over 1500h. It is expected that the US Tokamak

Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) at Princeton will be

the first device (1983) to produce break-even

conditions (Q-l) and burn D+T under these condi-

tions around n986. It would together with the

Mirror Fusion Test Facility MFTF-B under construc-

tion at Livemore, and the Japanese counterpart

to it at Ts\;kuba University, demonstrate physics

feasibility in the 80ies. EEC's Joint European

Torus (JET) that is a bit more ambitious may

reach break-even in ly88 and Japan's JT-60 about

the same time. The USSR T-15 break-even device

completion date is around 1983. EEC is conside-
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ring a Next European Torus (NET) after JET to be

constructed in the 90ies. The Euratom nations

would prefer IAEAs International Tokamak Reactor

Project INTOR (56)that could be built by 1990

and productive by 1995. It would become the

next, net electricity producing step beyond the

now largest operating Tokamak called Doublet III

(of the General Atomic Co and which is already

challenging break-even conditions) (57), the

TFTR, JET, JT-60 and the T-15.

There are however alternatives like the McDonnell

Douglas Astronautics Co Elno Bumpy Torus-Proof

of Principle device (EBT-P at Oak Ridge) that

links mirror cells in a toroidal device for

simple modular construction and steady state

operation, with Japanese support at Nagoya, the

General Atomic Co's possible shortcut to McF

with an Ohmic Heating Toroidal Experiment (OHTE)

that could permit small-scale McF and demonstrate

power production already in 1986, (58). Another

similar ohmic heated D, T plasma approach is

pursued by INESCO in the USA with its RIGGATRON

Tokamak fusion demonstration program aiming at

testing five full-scale units (200 MWt) in

1984-5 for pulses of several seconds, Figures

36 - 37 (59). Following OHTE, GA is aiming for a

commercial 150 - 200 MW size unit.
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The latest McF design "Starfire", a Tokamak that

was designed with human factors and repair

possibilities particularly in mind by ANL, and

the LLNL Tandem Mirror Fusion Reactor with some

details of its hybrid version are illustrated by

Figures 38 - 40. Figure 22 shows the by LLNL

studied "suppressed fission blanket" design.

A demo plant could not be built by 2000, bu.. it

seems conceivable that fissile fuel generated in

a B/F could be available by 2020. FBs should

thersfore be introduced around 2000. Sweden is

participating in the cooperative European McF

development that has its focus on the JET project,

(61), (62).
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4.6.3 Inertial Confinement Fusion IcF

The IcF concept is only a decade old but though

it is several years behind McF demonstration, it

is being pursued in parallel especially in the

USA. The FY'83 Reagan Administration budget re-

quest for IcF is $ 119 M.

The idea is to introduce a fusile fuel pellet,

Figure 41, containing around 5mg of stoichio-

metric D+T encapsulated by a heavier ablator,

expose the pellet to a few MJ by pulsed laser,

ion or particle beams, (55). The ablator is thus

evaporated compressing and heating the fusile

fuel to thermonuclear ignition (fusion), Figure

42 (55). The fusion process proceeds then radially

outwards faster than the process of disassembly.

While burning part (maybe half) of the fusile

fuel a yield cf 100-3000 MJ is generated propor-

tional to the fusile material present. 25-35% of

this is associated with photons (soft X-rays

from inelastic scattering of the 14.1 MeV fusion

neutrons) and the debris and the rest with the

energetic neutrons.

The total T inventory of a IcF-lGWe plant is in

the range of 2-5 kg and around 0.5 kg is burned

and needs to be recovered per day. Pellet designs

(choice of layer materials etc) are not yet

available but one is realising that surface

defects of tens of nm only are permitted in

pellet sizes of a few mm. The successive layers

must be concentric within a few pm and the whole

pellets elaborately structured for an optiurn

performance.
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Fig. 42 Generic designs of inertiaJ fusion pellets.
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The position in the chamber of the injected

pellets must also be accurately controlled,

within 0.1 mm at velocities of 25-500m/s, while

the repetitions of the "explosions" occur in the

range of 1 - 10 per second. See also Figure 43

(54).

I

Aperture vane open

Channel
laser
pulse

Channel current rise

Pulse
forma-
tion

Pulse
duration

I

Implosion

[Burn

Neutron
pulse (4 m)

Debris ions

x rays

Shock
down
channels

Shock
through
gas
bulk

'Next
shot

I I I I I I I I I I I I I i I I I I
100 10 1 100 10 1 100 10 1 T = 0 1 10 100
ms ms ms /is ps its ns ns ns ns ns ns

1 10 100 1 10 100
ms ms ms

Figure 43

Sequence and timing of light-ion-beam generation
and pellet dynamics.

The injection mechanism/control/instrumentation/

port etc designs coupled to the design problems

of high energy beam generaton, pulsing (including

also high power repetitive opening switches good

for 108 or more cycles) and focussing, shielding,

explosion energy and debris removal, safety,

cost, etc. issues still to be solved pose diffi-

cult development items requiring many innovations.

Figures 44 - 46 point out the importance of high

driver system and other plant efficiencies and

interrelationships between needed repetition

rates, driver energy inputs and yields per

pulse, (54). Note that > 5MJ lasers are still

considered Utopian (63) while 1TW laser beams
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have been achieved eg at LLNL where one is

expecting to achieve ignition by 1987. The cheap

CO2 lasers are relatively efficient (2-8%).

Fusion energy gains of Q=20 are desirable.

These and some other difficulties coupled with

the pulsed energy production, that exposes the

reactor vessel wall to 107-108 times higher peak

energy deposition rates than for McF of the same

wall-flux, is the price one \s paying for decoup-

ling the confinement of the plasma from the

functions of the reactor chamber, wall and

blanket as compared to the McF's.

The manner in which the vessel wall is protected

from the fusion explosion X-rays, debris, neutron

pulse, shock waves, thermal transients and

radients and coolant corrosion (Figure 43) has

resulted in a number of different IcF concepts.

As these will be quickly surveyed here, Figure 47

will be usefuel to refer to indicating the basic

differences of these concepts. While the protec-

tion of the first vessel wall is perhaps the

most serious problem of McF's the relative ease

at which this wall can be protected and replaced

in IcF's is one of the main advantages of IcF.

IcF vessel wall protection can be achieved most

easily by simply increasing the chamber diameter

(a measure that would be too costly for McF with

the magnets, surrounding the blanket) and by

improving the resistance of the material in

these "Dry-Wall" IcF-concepts. Yet one wants to

limit the diameter to a maximum of around 10 m.

As Figure 47 suggests one must aim at high pulse

rates and low yields for feasible designs consi-

dering wall evaporation and/or sputtering attacks.

Low Z, high thermal conductivity and heat capacity
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and high temp, resistance materials are required

of the sacrificial liners to clad the wall with.

Graphite has been found to be the most suitable

for this and is used in some designs.

A so called "Wetted-Wall" concept was first

proposed by LLNL and Westinghouse 1977 in conjunc-

tion with a laser driven IcF as a means of

continuously renewing the wall while removing

fusion debris, heat and bred T. As such concepts

using liquid Li or other liquid metals (like

LiPb and Pb, Bi eutectics) in effect vacuum pump

the chamber as they flow through it protecting

its walls, one can also employ the wetted-wall

concepts for heavy ion beam driven IcF.

A colder stream of Li containing liquid metal to

condense and absorb any vapour can be flushed

from the top of the reactor chamber along the

walls of the vessel while a separate hotter

stream of liquid metal or pressurized He outside

the first wall would absorb most of the heat and

transfer it to a IHX and a secondary nonactive

coolant.

In Magnetically Protected Wall IcF concepts as

proposed and pursued at LASL, ionized debris is

diverted to conical energy sinks at the ends of

the vessel by means of a magnetic field generated

by a simple solenoid (54).

Gas Protected Wall IcF use a gas to attenuate

the attack on the wall. Sandia National Labora-

tory and Bechtel designed an electron-beam-driven

breeder in 1978 using this buffer gas concept.

In laser driven IcF one can not introduce much

gas. Gravity fJow Li2O particles, 100-200 pm
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Fig. 50 The SOLASE gas-protected laser-driven reactor concept. The short-range fusion product energy is deposited in the 0.5
Torr (300 K) noble gas filling the chamber, and reradiated to the wall over longer times.
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in dia, have been proposed to breed T and tran-

sport the heat from a segmented easily replaceable

blanket, (54). Figures 48 - 51 shows this by the

University of Wisconsin (UW) proposed "SOLASE:|

design with much of the technical data. Xe with

its high ioniaation potential at 33Pa was selec-

ted as the best gas for this purpose. Higher gas

pressures seem possible.

In the case of Electron and Light Ion driven IcF

0.7-7 kPa gas is needed for propagation, eg

6.7 kPa Argon with 0.2% Na has> been found to

allow both efficient laser channel initiation

and first wall surviveability (64). The xight

ions have significant advantages over electrons

in coupling to the pellet. (The efficient propaga-

tion of protons in laser-initiated plasma chan-

nels has been demonstrated but high current

density propagation awaits still experimental

verification). The moderate cost light ion

driver promises fusion technology to be demon-

strated to as comparatively low cost, (54), and

earlier than laser or heavy ion driven IcF (65).

Light, ions are being used in the Sandia PBFA-I

and -II experiments expected to achieve ignition

by 1987 and break-even in 1989. 100MW/m2 presently

being achieved with protons must be increased

fivefold for heavier ions such as He , B and
4+C . New diode designs should make this possible.

Heavy Ion acceleration is still at an early

stage of development (at ANL, Stanford, Lawrence

Berkeley National Laboratory and at Los Alamos).

One is now talking about 10 GeV ions (Bi ) of

atomic masses > 200 (0.2g/cm2), driver powers >

100TW and target radii around 2.5 mm. The costs

of heavy ion accelerators (including the develop-

ment of them, focussing etc) represent the major
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obstacles to "heavy ion fusion", that may hence

like the FB be classified as a typically "large

country technology" (66). One is talking of over

3.3 GWe and 8 GWt plant sizes (an economic

necessity), 5-10MJ beam inputs on 6 mg D,T fuel,

Q=85. Though the machine is large it it. thought

that it will work (67). A status report on ion

accelerators for fusion is given in ref (68) and

heavy ion IcF systems are described in ref (69,

70), Figures 52 - 54 (69).

SilCf

MATERIAL
LOSS 2 . I Ö 3

10' I 0 2 IC 3 iO* IO5 I0 6 lO7

ION KINE!TIC ENERGY ( e V )

FigJ2: Effect of ion sputtering on first woll materials, material lost »pressed per

unit mass of ion species

CALCUIATID

MT »Owl»

OUT

imn

MCAVY ION
ACCELERATOR

FigS4; Colcutationol flow d'ogrom (tOUT = EP * BM x ZG - ECIR; LPR
PWR/EOUT, NRC = LPR/PR ± 1, PNET = PR x NRC x FQUT)

Fiy53 Electric power gineration require» integration of unique ICF subsystems
with conventional power plont tecnnology

Electrically charged beams are more difficult to

focus, (71). Neutral D°-bearn injection is proposed

for both the Engineering Test Facility (ETF) and

th2 Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR).
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IcF can also be achieved by bitting D,T-pellets

with hypervelocity > 150 k>n/s particles weighing

around 0.1 g. The impact energy would then be

very localised and delivered in the required

10ns time span for fusion ignition. A railgun

with a plasma-arc armature has been proposed to

achieve this (60). A workshop at LASL on this so

called Impact Fusion has identified several

accelerator concepts for propelling pellets to

the required 100-300 km/s for impact fusion

(61). The advantages includ'» ease of focussing

the projectile on the target, high efficiency

drivers and yields, but very long accelerators

are needed. A 1 km long ra.i.l gun seems best,

(72).

Progress has also been made with magnetic com-

pression of plasma targets by means of imploding

liners.

Obviously weapons technology (H-bomb triggering

and high powered laser techniques etc) could be

turned into peaceful uses in this IcF area of

nuclear power. Because of the classified nature

of much of this work it is difficult to assess

the true status of the technology.

The Liquid-Metal Wall concept in which 0.5-1 m

of liquid metal is used to protect the first

wall would permit full lifetime walls, full heat

absorption without an intermediate wall, T

breeding and continous removal, low vapor pres-

sures (self pumping) favorable for laser or

heavy ion beam drivers.

During the idea scoping process of development

one has considered different types of "curtains"

to protect the first wall from the imp cts or
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the micro explosions of the pellets and one

expects now to be able to reduce e.g the shock

wave impact to below IMPa and to breed up to

.7 T atoms per fusion reaction source neutron.

These "curtains" include gas bubbles in liquid

metal, falling rain, two-phase flows and so on.

The most detailed design found in the open

litterature is shown in Figures 55 - 56 and

Table 20 (73)(54). There are 16 pumps to inject

Li to a dense array (the packing factor is 50%)

of 200 mm diameter jets to provide an effective

Li blanket thickness of lm protecting the steel

wall (2.25Cr-lMo that will be exposed to 0.3MW/m2)

from the fusion pulse. The laser mirrors are

located 60 m from the micro explosions and are

protected by 30 m of 33Pa Xe. This plant is

called HYLIFE by its designers but could be more

rationally and informatively named a Laser

driven, liquid Li cooled and blanketed Fusion

reactor, LLiF, or also IcLiF according to the

formula in Figure 5.
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Fig. 55 Artist's concept of the HYLIFE reactor chamber, shuwing the array of liquid-metal jets that form the reestabhshable
first wall and blanket.
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Fig. 56 Plan of HYLJFE power plant showing relationship between the chamber, prirmry liquid-metal pumps, and location
of final mirrors of las;r system.
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It should be appreciated, that unfortunately it

needs about 1 Gg of Li (The Superphenix FNaB has

a Na inventory of 3.5 + 1.5 Gg in the two loops)

Li is toxic and a fire hazard .at could release

T. It is corrosive and the r ._ _ng will become

active. The corrosivenese. »ieat transfer and

hydraulics properties ur - less known than for

Na. It is also exper ve and pumps, valves and

HX's etc represen* '.-.-w technologies that will

take a decade o ,vo to develop. The use of

porous materials or solid Li containing materials

may be advantageous. (Note that D,T fusion is

constrained by limited Li resources.)

In summary, the US IcF development is shown

diagrammatically in Figure 57 - 58 (55) (71).

IcF is only being studied theoretically in

Sweden.
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Fig. 5 7 Accomplished and expected future energy gains from various
laser-driven systems
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TABLE 20

System Parameters

Fusion power, MW
Cross thermal power,

MW(thermal)
Cross electric power,

MW(electric)
Net electric power,

MW(electnc)
Net system efficiency, %
Tritium breeding ratio

Laser and Pellet Parameters

Beam energy, MJ
Pellet gain
Yield, MJ
Repetition rate. Hz
Laser efficiency. %
Laser power consL.nption,

MW(electnc)
Fusion energy gain

Fusion Chamber

Radius, m
Height, m
Material
Midplane neutron flux, MW/m2

Without lithium
With lithium

Midplane neutron damage
(dpa/21 full power years)
(Limit = 165 dpa)

Summary of HYLIFE

1978
HYLIFE

2700

3215

1255

1060
33

1.7

3
900

2700
1
3

100
27

5
8

2^Cr- l Mo

5.76
032

74

1980
HYLIFE

2700

3177.

1237

1004

32
1.0 to 1.7

4.5
400

1800
15
5

135
20

5
8

2|Cr IMo

576
068

164

Power Plant Characteristics

Fusion Chamber (continued)

Midplane neutron damage
(appm helium/21 full-power years)
(Limit = 500 appm helium)

Lithium Array Geometry

Number of jets
Midplane jet diameter, m
Midplane packing fraction
Inner array radius, m
Outer array radius, m
Effective arra> thickness, m

Flow Parameters

Midplane jet velocity, m/s
Injection velocity, m.s
Injection head, m lithium
Total head, m lithium
Array How rate, m' s
Total How rate including

IHX.m's
Total lithium pumping power,

MW(electnc)
Tot.ii lithium inventory, m3

Number ot lith'um loops
(not including IHX)

Lithium outlet temperature.
X

Lithium temperature
rise pulse X

1978
HYLIFE

90

300
0.2
0.50
0.43
2.43
1.00

9 9
4 4
10

23 5
93.3

1287
23.9

(r?p=72T)
2700

16

500

13

1980
HYLIFE

269

175
0.2
057
052

. 1.82
0.74

133
9.48
46

17.6
72.2

108.9
26.0

(U(,= 35T-)»
1850

12

500

18

aIn this case, electromagnetic pumps having one half the efficiency of mechanical pumps were used.

Single Pulse Target Facility (SPTF)

Pellet Fabrication Activity (PFA)

Materials Test Facility (MTF)

PFPP

Systems Integration Activityt(SIA)

1 Experimental Power Reactor (F.PR)

Tes t F a c i l i t y (hJTP)

Prototype Fusion Power Plant (PFPP)

Fig. 5 6 interrelationships between ICF technology Development activities ami major test/demonstration facilities.
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As H.A.Bethe has pointed out, electricity gene-

rating F seems too expensive to replace R's just

for the sake of somewhat reduced radioactivity,

(see section 5.6), but with a fissile fuel

breeding blanket taking advantage of the neutron

rich fusion processes, Table 19, fusion breeder

hybrids B/F offer an alternative and complement

to the fission breeders B as fuel factories

(removing their doubling time constraints) for

low capital cost thermal reactor power work

horses, Table 21 (74 - 75).

Table 21

PERFORMANCE ESTIMATES FOR ENGINEERED BLANKETS

Blanket type

Tritium Breeding

Fissile breeding ratio

Energy mult. (M)

Fission Power (MW/m3)
Density. Peak

Fissile production
Rate (kg/yr

Fission reactor power
supported (MW)

Nuclear support
Ratio

Fast Fission

U-238

1.0

1.5

11

350

2700

19.000

5

Th

1.0

0.8

5

100

2900

30.000

9

Fission
Suppressed

Th

1.0

0.8

1.6

10

9600

99.000

25

(A) Net atoms per DT fusion
(B) M = energy/14 MeV
(C) Breeder power = 4000 MWN
(D) LWR makeup 142 kg Pu or 97 kg U-233 per GW-y
(E) Ratio of fission reactor power to fusion

breeder power.
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Such plants would be complementing present

enrichment plants (and need not be operated by

utilities that could continue essentially with

just thermal reactors if they wish).

The synergetic effects of meeting a desired

nuclear power capacity growth with WR or DR and

FB scenarios in symbiosis with B/F was illustrated

in Figure 9. Figure 59 illustrates further this

(74)(76). ?ig.59:

U.S. NUCLEAR ELECTRICITY GENERATION PROJECTIONS

WITHOUT FUSION BREEDER (3x lO 6 TONS U30Q)

---WITH 30 FUSION BREEDER(HYBRIDS)DEPLOYED
BETWEEN 2015 Ö 2037

100

(1200 GW IN 2000)

50 % NUCLEAR GOALLuniA *-#w^l_ / i

TOTAL NUCLEAR
WITH HYBRID.. / /

ADDITIONAL
LMFBR
WITH /
HYBRID '

ADDITIONALTOTAL
NUCLEAR

rz. J
2020 2030

3800

2400

i 400

o
o
(O

o
z
Q

2
UJ
Q

Ö
UJ
_ l

UJ

CO

2060
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Another study concludes similarly that with a

suppressed fission blanket of Th introduced in

2010 and three B/F every year thereafter between

2017 and 2030, forty-three 2.2 GWt B/Fs could

provide make-up fuel for over five hundred WRs

(18).

Figure 59 assumes the support ratios (thermal

reactors R supported by a fast breeder) of the

LMFBR (FNaB) of only 0.7 - 1.4 while higher

values can be achieved, especially with the GCFR

(FHeB).

Maniscalcoetii. HYBRID REACTOR DESIGN STUDIES

k 70

S 60

• 50

IMANIUM
FAST FISSION

BREEDS
- PLUTONIUM

I
40

3 0 -

20 -

I
I ,.L

4-6LWRI

THORIUM FAST FISSION

BREEDS 2 3 3U

DESIGN DEPENDENT
REGION

»-12
LWRi

14-2S ACRi

THORIUM SUPPRESSED FISSION

BREEDS 2 3 3 U

/ • • • / / / -

12-24
LWRf

' • ' / / / / / / / / / : •

W/W/A

"•'V/7/y/y.

36-60 ACRi

Fig. 60 One fusion breeder supports many equivalent thermal power fission reactors.

Figure 60 is from the same study (76) illustrating

the effects cf replacing WRs with "advanced
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converter reactors" (DR or HeGR) and also the

difference between B/F blankets designed to

benefit from fast fission (neutron multiplication

and lower fusion energy gains) or from the

simpler low activity blankets with low fissile

inventories of "suppressed fission blankets"

that produce more fissile fuel. The latter type

of B/F blankets are preferred.

Note that Figure 59 bears out, that while the

B/F's are 10 - 30 years behind the FB development,

if commercialized, they could yet provide an

earlier positive impact on the possible total

nuclear capacity build-up. The use of HeGRs or

DRs would of course improve the situation further

and/or permit a delay of or a slower introduction

of both these breeders. That would allow u

better choice between them.

The B/F is justified also because, as E Teller

put it, "I believe the engineering requirements

for the hybrid are at least an order of magni-

tude less severe than for a pure fusion machine

designed for energy production. Therefore the

hybrid should be considered as the logical

stepping stone toward pure fusion", (58). He

suggested then the Tokamak or the mirror McF for

the blanket driver (fusion part) because these

are the furthest developed.

Velikhov et al (Kurchatov Institute, Moscow)

talk about strategies with 50% WR's 30% FB's and

20% B/F's and they feel that the B/F may become

the first practical F-development step, as it

can be operated well below ignition conditions

according to the Lawson criteria, while exposing

the first vacuum wall to less severe conditions,
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(78). The USSR reference B/F is of 6.9 GWt,

2.5 GWe generating 4.2 MgPu/a and breeding its

own T. One is hoping to develop the equipment

needed to high-intensity injection of fast

deuterons for plasma heating.

1978 - 9 Westinghouse considered a Demonstration

Tokamak Hybrid Reactor (DTHR) that could be

feasible by 1990, but the blankets could be the

crucial design issue (76).

The high Q (>4) tandem mirror machine was invented

in 1976. It simplifies the blanket design for

geometrical reasons as is obivous from Figures

38 - 39 and has low, (> lMW/m2), first wall

heating and bombardment by the plasma. A He-cooled

blanket could be cooled by "conventional" gas

reactor technology, (70). (Pure fusion reactors

F require Q > 10 and the blanket heating r> 3 MW/m2

and of course more fusion power generation.)

LLNL has in cooperation with GA designed a near

technology reference McB/F demonstration plant

based on the mirror concept, using metallic U3Si

fuel developed by the Canadians and a LiH+Li

candidate T-breeding material. The T is to be

removed at end of blanket life by temp, drive-off

(as in present R's). The B/F is contained in a

PCRV and cooled by 6MPa He, (79).

Since the interest has been focussing on the

fission suppressed blanket concept, both the GA

and TRW companies have put forward new blanket

concepts for the TMHR using this principle and

metallic Be to multiply further the neutrons in

it, Figure 61 and Table 22 (80) and Figure 62,

Table 23 (81) respectively.
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The GA concept has a gas-cooled blanket and

0.5 nun dia ThO2 particles in a Li-Pb eutectic

flowing slowly between the Be blocks for on-load

fueling. The TRW concept uses the same eutectic

(which is nonreactive with air and water) for

coolant that is passing through a packed bed of

Be and Thorium pebbles about 10 mm in diai eter

as shown in Figure 62• The Be is predicted to

swell 30 v/o but small balls should assure a

useful life. As explained in section 6.6 molten

salt processing offers the best economy. Now the

needed Hastelloy to contain it is not compatible

with high-energy neutron fluxes due to (n,a)-

reactions in Ni. This is proposed to be circumvented

by a 10 - 40 mm thick layer of frozen salt that

would allow the use of 316-type ss.
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TABLE 22

DtSfn and PtrfonMMt Kmmmrs far ttw Gas-Cooltd Btrylltum Blanket

1.

2.

3.

4.

S.

BLANKET CONFIGURATION

FIRST WALL THICKNESS (FERRITIC STEEL)

BERYLLIUM ZONE THICKNESS

SiC REFLECTOR THICKNESS

PRESSURE VESSEL THICKNESS

Pb • B4C SHIELD THICKNESS

COMPOSITION OF 8ERYLLIUMZ0NE AT BEGINNING OF LIFE:

FERRITIC STEEL

HELIUM COOLANT

Li,7Pbg3(15%ThO2l

Bt (80% DENSE)

COMPOSITION OF SiC REFLECTOR ZONE:

FERRITIC STEEL

HELIUM

SiC

NEUTRONIC PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS (30-DAY AVERAGE

TRITIUM BREEDING RATIO T/n

FISSILE PRODUCTION RATE U/n .

BLANKET ENERGY MULTIPLICATION M

TOTAL FISSION RATE ,Th < U) FISSlON/n

ACTIVE U-233 CONCENTRATION IN THORIUM-

FISSILE (U • Pi) CONCENTRATION AT DISCHARGE

FIRST WALL DESCRIPTION

AVERAGE FIRST WALL THICKNESS

NEUTRON WALL LOADING

FIRST WALL RADIUS

REACTOR DESCRIPTION

CENTRAL CELL LENGTH

NUMBER OF BLANKET MODULES

NUMBER OF COSLS

CENTRAL CELL PLASMA POWER

CENTRAL CELL BLANKET POWER

U-233 PRODUCTION (70% PLANT FACTOR)

HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEM DATA

PRIMARY COOLANT DELTA T

PRIMARY COOLANT EXIT T

PRIMARY COOLANT INLET PRESSURE

PRIMARY COOLANT PRESSURE DROP

3 mm

. 0 3 m

0.3 m

0.15 m

U r n

4%

1(t%

.20%

66%

4%

10%

10%
75%

RESIDENCE TIME)

1.f2

080

18

0 02

02%
06%

3 mm

2 MW/m?

2m

96 m

24

24

3000 MVV

4320 MW

7.3KT/YR

200°C
450°C
5 MPi

0.2 MPt
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FUEL ANO BERYLLIUM CHARGE

VACUUM *
(PLASMA)

BERYLL.UM
SPHERES AND
THORIUM
SPHERES

LITHIUM-LEAD
OR LITHIUM
COOLANT PIPE

FUEL AND
BERYLLIUM
(DISCHARGE
(ALSO SOOIUMI

BREEDER/MULTIPLIER
ZONE 1-85 »1%)

BERYLLIUM -45.01%
THORIUM. - 3 4 m%
URANIUM. - 0 009 »1%
SOOIUM. -32 «o«
Ft. - 4 4 nf\

Fig. 62 One-zone beryllium blanket module end view T R W - 3 / P .

TABLE 23

Neutronics Summary

Volume Fractions, Volume X

Lithium (lOttt 6L1)

Lead

Total Coolant

Beryl H U M

Sodium

Thori un

233U

Iron8

Total Breeding Region

Performance Per Fusion Neutron

Tritium

Thorium Capture

Thorium Fission

Uranium Fission0

Net TiF

N

Base Case

2.55

12.45

15.00

44.97

32.24

3.39

0.00

4.40

85.00

1.17

.65

0.01

0.00

1.82

1.44

Base Case • U

2.55

12.45

15.00

44.97

32.24

3.38

.0085

4.40

85.00

1.17

.65

.009

.006

1.81

1.51

'iron firn wall (0.76 cm) alto included.
b0.25% 3"U in thorium.
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Figure 63 shows an IcB/F concept., also being

developed at LLNL (77).

GRAPHITE SHIELD

VACUUM VESSEL

LITHIUM PRESSURE
HEADER

NOZZLE PLATE

FIRST WALL

BEAM AND PELLET
INJECTION TUBES

LASER BEAM AND
PELLET INJECTION
PATH

LITHIUM
SPLASH PLATE AND
FLOW FUNNEL

LIOUID LITHIUM
VORTEX

LITHIUM INLETS

THORIUM BALL AND
SODIUM INLET
MANIFOLD

LITHIUM JET ARRAY
(50% AVERAGE VOID
FRACTION)

GRAPHITE REFLECTOR

FUEL TUBES HOLDING
THORIUM BALLS
COOLED BY
LIOUID SODIUM

THORIUM BALL AND
SODIUM OUTLET
MANIFOLD

GRAPHITE SHIELD

LITHIUM OUTLETS

Fig. 63 The SIYLIFL hybrid.

This "HYLIFE" design (see also Figure 55 - 56)

does require more fusion power than other options,

but it alleviates several important issues

concerning hybrids: The suppressed fission

blankets operate at very low power density and

discharge fuel \t very low burn up. Unclad Th

metal balls can thus be used for cheap manufac-

ture and processing and for a highest possible R

support ratio, (fission power to fusion pov»er

ratio). Other blanket options involve the use of

molten salt or of beryllium (76).
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Plasma Focus devices (based on electrical gas

discharge) have been recently reviewed, (82)(50).

They are powerful sources of neutrons and ion

beams. They offer fusion applications including

smaller scale, low cost, early B/F as suggested

in ref (83) with relaxed engineering requirements,

the blanket close to the neutron source and good

prospects for transmuting radioactive waste and

rejuvenating WR fuel. This development is however

still in a very early stage. (Experiments to

generate neutrons by discharge through a frozen

deuterium droplet are being conducted in Uppsala,

Sweden by Sture Handel (48).)

The B/F blanket development is generally in a

very early stage of development (as it is for

the accelerator breeder Sp). On the analytical

side it is becoming clear however, that for the

B/F to serve as a fissile fuel factory for a

large (optimal) nuclear support ratio (system

fission power to fusion power) and to enable a

fastest possible growth of the nuclear power

capacity the B/F should

breed its own T

have a fission suppressed (low blanket
power multiplication M) blanket (note
that the total nuclear energy to be
removed from a Sp per bred fissile atom
can be 2.5 x larger than for a B/F
(84)).

use Th as the fertile fuel and if
possible Be as a n-multiplier

tailor the neutron spectrum in accor-
dance with the high capture/absorption
cross section ratios of o 2Th/o 3U and
o 8U/o 9Pu in the 100-500ckeV nlutron
eSergyadomain (85).
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have a high plasma performance Q (nuclear
power to injection power ratio) and

be introduced before 2020 as reflected
e.g by references (86), Figure 11, sub-
figures 4 and 5 of ref (60>, (70),
(84), (77)

Nuclear Pumped Lasers as fusion drivers would

permit a lower Q (87) and semi-catalized or

catalized D,T-fusion devices as drivers for

synfuel factories B/F/H appear to offer simple

blanket designs (84), (88).

Because of the possibility to design B/F's to

run with "sub-Lawson" plasmas and subcritical

fission blankets one should try to maximize the

early use of D+D-fusion that permits a zero net

T-production and minimized damage to the first

wall. It has been suggested that this can best

be achieved b£ an improved performance, neutral

beam injection development, (86). See also ref

(89) for the promise of a Na-Th-F-Be molten salt

blanketed D+D B/F. See also 4.3 (70) and 4.6.5.

The Light ion driven IcB/F is one of the earliest

possible available fusion concepts (65). Lower

plasma gains may be allowed for IcF than for

McF.

Benwald and Maniscalco have concluded that B/Fs

could provide the required fissile makeup require-

ments within two decades after their commercial

introduction (77).
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The NOVA glass laser facility at LLNL is likely

to be funded in FY-83, but the particle beam

fusion accelerator budget at Sandia National

Laboratories was cut down to $ 2.8 M for FY-83

and the ANTARES gas laser facility and Target

Fabrication Facility at LANL (LASL) and the

Fusion Target Dev Facility at LLNL are to be

completed in 1982 but not funded for FY-83.

4.6.5 High Temperature Process Heat with

_Fusion £F/H and B/F/H2

Some claim that the potential of using fusion

for high temp nuclear process heat F/H ca~ be

the earliest and most important fusion appli-

cation (90), (84), (91). High temperatures can

be achieved in the slowing down of the fusion

energy carriers, the 14 MeV neutrons, in a less

radioactive and hazardous blanket than is the

core of a HeGR (HTR).

E.E Kintner of the US DOE explained at Laxenburg

that fusion could be available in 30 years and

provide an inexhaustible source of hydrogen and

heat (91). He noted that 60-70% of the coal is

wasted as CO2 in conventional steam and hydrogen

production and noted that IIASA had estimated

the average global temp increase as 2°C by 2030

while 4°C could start the melting of the polar

ice caps (before 2050). Methane CH4 is becoming

prohibitibly expensive as feedstock for hydrogen

production. Chemical catalysts allow breaking of

the bond between hydrogen and oxygen in water at

500 to 1000°C while 1000-1200°C coolant temp

appear possible to achieve in the blankets of

B/F's.
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Thermoelectrochemical hybrid water splitting

cycles are interesting in as much as high temp

nuclear heat (fro* HeGR and F/H) can replace

much of the needed electricity in the electro-

lysis (40), Figure 64, (93). Ceramic pebble or

falling bed blankets using the fusion neutrons

as the heat source and suitable heat insulation

of the first wall and blanket structural components

would permit up to 2000°C process temperatures

using inert gas coolants like He. The pebbles

could be of MgO, A12O3 or SiO2. The blanket

module first wall 10 mm of Type 316 ss surrounded

by a 0.3 m thick graphite reflector. With a

single-region high temp process heat zone 90 %

of the fusion energy can be deposited in it. (If

a T-breeding zone is required for D-T fusion

rather than catalyzed D-D fusion, then only

30 - 40 % of the neutron energy will be available

for the process), (93).

The high temperature electrolysis F/H design

called HYFIRE in the US F-program is being

worked out at BNL, and a on the tandem mirror

based thermochemical F/H reactor at LLNL. At the

end of 1982 a reference concept is planned to be

selected.

HYFIRE is based on the STARFIRE (Tokamak) ANL-McF

Figure 38. With a 4GWt power 1.05 Gg of hydrogen

would be produced each day. The neutron wall

load of a 7 m major radius size reactor would

become 3.6 MW/m2. 1000°C, 1-3 MPa steam would be

produced. The vacuum pressure boundary is to be

kept at 300°C while the interior of the blanket

would run at 1400°C. Figure 65 shows a modular

section of the blanket, (84).
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The interior is filled with solid rods or balls

of ZrO2 or A12O3 in which the 14 MeV fusion

neutrons give up their heat and which are directly

cooled by a suitable passing coolant like He or

steam. Important progress has been made with

regards to the conversion process itself (of

water into hydrogen). Gross power cycle effici-

encies in the 40-45% range appear achievable.

The corresponding H2 production efficiency

(total fusion energy to chemical energy in the

H2 ) is in the 50-55% range. This blanket and

chemical process technology is expected to be

developed by the time the fusion reactor itself

has been developed.

At Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)

the F/H concept is based on the tandem mirror

reactor, Figure 39. For the thermochemical cycle

one has selected the Sulfur-Iodine cycle being

developed by the General Atomic Co. It runs at

an all liquid gaseous environment. The key issue

to be solved is the liquid-liquid phase separation

between H2SO4 and H2O on one side and the higher

density phase of HI, I2 and H2O on the other.

Figure 66 (84) shows a corresponding blanket

module using heat pipes (containing Na or K) as

the primary heat transfer mechanism. Sic contain-

ing 10% free Si has been tested as heat exchanger

material. G.L Woodruff proposes hybrids, B/F./H,

in which 400 \im UC particles flow by gravity

through the blanket cooled by He, (94). In ref

(84) it is pointed out that the high temp heat

can be best extracted at the hot wall of a B/F/H

with a fission suppressed blanket while not

interfering with the blanket design.
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4.6.6 Conclusions

As to the status of the technical feasibility

of fusion one can conclude that there are several

tens of basic fusion reactor principles and even

more numerous plant concepts studied or being

studied.

Scientific proof of principle by experiments

demonstrating break-even with regards to the

energy balance, Q = 1, are expected to be achieved

in some projects based on different F-concepts

well before the end of this decade. While the

numerous proposed F-concepts encompass plant

sizes from a few MW to 200 GW, and systems that

are practically clean from neutrons to systems

as "dirty" as fission reactors R, it is therefore

really premature to forecast today what appli-

cations and concepts will make it commercially

in the future, if any. The variety of promising

concepts being developed have however resulted

in the US and in Europe in a development at the

expenditure level of about $ lG/a aiming at

operation of demonstration plants by the end of

the century. The US DOE $ 20G program is e.g

aiming at an assessment of the practical and

commercial feasibility by year 2000. The time

schedule in the USSR is even shorter. As a

complement to the review above the ANS Nuclear

News summarizes in its 1981 June issue the

leading US fusion work briefly as follows: (See

also Figures 35, 57 and 58).
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Here is a summary of accomplishments recorded at
major U.S. fusion facilities in the past 12 months:

ARGONNE: Starfire, design for commercial-range
tokamak, completed. Heavy-ion Beam Development
Facility (BDF) accelerated xenon ions to 2 MeV; con-
struction continued on lina: sections to raise energy to
8 8 MeV. Goal is storage-ring demonstration at 220
MeV.

BERKELEY: Obtained a 0.5-amp steady-state H"
heam from a surface production source for neutral
beam injection. Operated three TFTR-type injector
modules at 120 kV. Operated large-aperture Cs*1

contact-iontzation source and three drift tubes for heavy
ion acceleration.

GENERAL ATOMIC: First phase of Doublet III
experiments completed (two neutral-beam injectors now
being installed; operation with injectors to begin mid-
summer). Ohmic Heating Toroidal Experiment (OHTE),
new concept machine, started up; features magnetic
field pitch reversal and Z-pinch confinement. May per-
mit ignition through ohmic heating only, allow small-
scale development, and I*ad to construction by 1984 of
a power-producing reactor for 1986 operation.

HANFORD: Lithium spill studies conducted. Con-
struction continued on Fusion Materials Irradiation Test
(FM1T) facility.

IN EL: Fusion Safety Program Plan completed under
auspices of fusion reactor safety research program.

K MS FUSION: Laser-plasma interaction experiments
with gas-jet target showed that production of hot elec-
trons, which interfere with compression of pellet fuel
in inertia! confinement, is greatly reduced in the absence
of target ablation.

LIVERMORE: Tandem Mirror Experiment (TMX)
showed that barriers can be created at end of linear
magnetic system. Construction begun on TMX-upgrade;
completion expected late this year. DOE approved
MFTF-B; completion expected late 1985. X-ray-driven
D-T fuel compressed to 100 times liquid density in

Shiva laser (1000 times liquid expected to provide
ignition). Conversion of energy from infrared light to
higher frequency second and third harmonics at 75
percent efficiency achieved. Construction of Nova laser
continued, with 1985 operation scheduled.

LOS ALAMOS: Construction under way on Tritium
Systems Test Assembly (TSTA). Construction con-
tinued on Antares laser. Continued research with Helios
laser, magnetic confinement options including reverse-
field pinch and compact torus.

OAK RIDGE: Impurities Study Experiment-B (1SX-
B) achieved highest ft levels anywhere ever: 3 percent
volume average, 11 percent peak. Neutral beams
installed on ISX-B exceeded all design parameters. Elmo
Bumpy Torus-Scale operated steady-state with 15u * . /
of 28 GHz RF power.

PRINCETON: Princeton Large Torus (PLT) tem-
perature upped to 82 million °C, with density-confine-
ment roughly 0.004 of that needed to meet the Lawson
criterion. N-btjms provided 2.4 MW. With 0.8 MW
of RF ion cyclotron resonance heating, 27 million °C
achieved. Poloidal Divertor Experiment (PDX) pro-
duced essentially pure plasma at 11 million "C, 0.04
Lawson; 2 MW from n-beams produced 29 million °C.
Installation of remaining n-beams. for 6 MW in all,
completed March 1981. First hydrogen plasma date for
Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) postponed
seven months, to August 1982, due to late delivery of
parts, manufacturing difficulties, and other factors.

ROCHESTER: Technique for high-efficiency conver-
sion of energy in infrared to third harmonic invented
and demonstrated. Confirmed experimentally that third
harmonic can give 20 times as great a fusion energy
yield than infrared can. OMEGA 24-be.-jm laser system
completed on schedule; design parameters and 12 TW
power objective exceeded.

SANDIA: PBFA-I started up. reached design specs:
30 TW, 1 MJ from 36 light-ion accelerator modules.
Upgrade to PBFA-II (100 TW. 3.5 MJ, 72 modules)
still foreseen for mid-decade.
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Fusion offers abundant; power including a new

source of possibly even higher temp nuclear

heat, than that offered by the HeGH (VHTR), as

well as the possibility to breed fissile fuel

without initial fissile inventories.

However, fission has already been proved to be a

viable long term energy source able to solve the

energy crisis, and it is being introduced now*,

decades before fusion. Accelerator breeding Sp

could also support this further without fissile

fuel requirements. One must therefore carefully

assess the need for fusion, especially if its

development and introduction turns out to be

costlier than is the introduction of nuclear

fission power and if the required initial fusile

fuels inventories (D+T) would constitute serious

problems for such new energy strategies.

While this study has revealed the great diffi-

culties indeed to be faced for solving by needed

innovations the many problems of fusion, it has

also disclosed

the motivation for searching cheaper
energy sources and

the necessity to assure a rapid power
capacity build-up.

More specifically: Fission power {both
military and civilian applications)
became competitive in 15 years after
the proof of principle in 1942. For F
this interval is expected to be consider-
ably longer. Improved fission fuel-cycles
and proved better thermal reactors
(such as the HeGR) are expected to be
introduced on a large scale in the
90ies and the FB's a decade later.
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Can fusion offer improvements in these areas?

The question is discussed further in sections

5.6 end 6.6. Here we can only note that it is

too early to make cost assessments while reali-

sing that great values are at stake even if the

spin-off effects of the plasma technology deve-

lopment are neglected.

We can however observe that fusion has the

potential of

clear environmental advantages (including
safety and nuclear weapons nonprolifira-
tion advantages) which can effect
siting and energy transport demands.

energy synergetic advantages it can
relax the constraints on fissile materials
(lowering fission power costs) and
minimize waste problems and the mining
of U and Th while permitting a faster
expansion of the cheap fission power
work horse reactors as 1B/F might serve
20 - 50 Rs while IB serves 1 - 4 Rs
only

possibilities of unique applications

assuring the lowest power costs or a
maximum cost ceiling (especially if
unexpected problems would appear with
fission).

political advantages (environmental
impact, nonproliferation, risk hazards,
waste disposal and because of the
larger support ratio that could reduce
the number of possibly internationally
guarded nuclear parks - nuclear fuel
factories -)

It seems therefore justified (on the global

level at least - in international cooperation)

to have a fusion R & D program. In view of the

numerous special developments needed and the

remaing problems, that often require innovative

solutions, the present level of expenditure
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of $ lG/a seems needed to assure success by the

time when new energy sources are mostly needed,

namely in the 2000-2030 transient period (58) (90).

4.7 New Enrichment Techniques

In the early years of nuclear power development,

enrichment technologies attracted first priority

attention as a means to relax the design difficul-

ties with nuclear power plants or weapons. The

achieved solutions contributed to make enriched

reactors the dominating ones and the nuclear

power sector dependent on enrichment services.

The recognition today of the promise of nuclear

power, of the rapid growth of this power sector

with the natural need to utilize better the

fertile nuclear isotopes, including Th, and the

recognition of the danger for rapid uranium cost

increases forces us to take a new look at :he

importance of enrichment.

The fact that U contains only 0.7% 5U and the

more abundantly available Th no fissile atoms at

all, puts the energy content of the 5U into

perspective. Obviously breeders, converters and

new fgel-cycles with fuel processing (that these

reactors rely on) should all resume a higher

priority than enrichment. As follows from sections

1-3 enrichment demands can therefore be looked

upon as rather temporary though necessary in the

build-up phase of nuclear power up to around

2015. It is notably of interest with regards to

the fuel supply assurance the next 20-35 years.

The US enrichment program is of central import-

ance as the DOE objectives are to maintain
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technological leadership and retain the com-

petitive advantage of the US enrichment services.

Furthermore the Reagan Administration aims to

re-establish the US as a predictable and reliable

partner for peaceful nuclear cooperation, (95).

US enrichment capacity (9.6 M SWU was produced

in 1981) for the next ten years will be vested

in gaseous diffusion plants. The growing energi'

costs may however put these out of business as

SWU costs may reach $ 180 in the 90ies.

A Energy Research Advisory Board study recommends

continued high R&D priority to the less energy

consuming advanced gas centrifuge development,

(96).

The Gas Centrifuge Enrichment Plant (GCEP) of

which the construction in February was 13 %

complete (after 20 years of development) will be

receiving centrifuges this year (1982). It will

use only 5 % of the power of an equivalent

diffusion plant. At a later date one expects to

install new Set IV centrifuges with further

performance gains of 50 %.

Diffusion and centrifuge enrichment are the only

available methods now. According to the INFCE

report the global capacity in 1981 was 28.4 M

SWU/a (35). The mentioned board did however

recommend a more comprehensive study of the

entire field for a decision by 1983 to identify

new methods, key problems and to propose a

national development program.

This report concerns itself mainly with new

technologies. The new enrichment technology

developments are summarized in Figure 67 (35).
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The three advanced isotope separation processes

(AIS) that have received most attention in the

US are shown in Figure 68 - 70 (95). The FY-83

US-DOE (or ERTA) budget for these is $ 34 M.

Their superiority over centrifuges has not yet

been demonstrated. Process preprototypes are

however now being operated at TRW, LANL and LLNL

and a selection of one process for the US program

was scheduled for April 1982 The development

goal will then be to support a 9 M SWU/a plant

by mid to late 1990s after operating a development

module in 1988.

Molecular laser isotope separation
benefits from equipment already in
place for UF6 and that LLNL and LASL
appear to have found lasers capable of
the needed scaling.

Atomic laser isotope separation suffers
from unreliability in handling atomic
vapour and from optical propagation
problems. LLNL and Jersey Nuclear are
investigating this method. Exxon would
be willing to offer its technology to a
government funded program (tot gov
costs $ 160 to) through construction and
operation of a demonstration plant in
1984 - 5.

Plasma separation methods too suffer
from the problems of handling atomic
vapours, (density and throughput uncer-
tainties) .
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5. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

5.1 Light. Water Reactors WR

The extraordinary safety of the small SECURE and

SLOWPOKE reactors that permit urban locations

are good examples of the still unexplored possi-

bilities to assure the safe operation of WR's.

The SLOWPOKE research units have demonstrated

the simplicity of the pool concept with no pumps

or valves in the primary circuit and the inherent

safety based on limited reactivity and a large

negative void coefficient that means that full-

time reactor operators would not be required but

alarms for fire, intrusion and radiation could

be continuously monitored at a for several units

remote, central location, (29).

The USSR channel or pressure tube type BWGR and

BSWGR have inherent safety merits in view of the

modulized cores.

As explained by Rasmussen and Levin 7 years

after the famous WASH-1400 report, the safety of

WRs look now much better.

The tight lattices or higher burn-ups of the

improved fuel-cycle performance WRs in the

future strain however the position of the WRs

(that act as the reference plants when con-

sidering any aspects of new nuclear power systems)

5.2 Heavy Water Reactors PR

One might mention here that the ODR (CANDU-OCR)

has some inherent environmental advantages over

the DR and that, as shown by Tables 1 - 2 and

Figure 7, the DR decreases less the system

efficiency in symbiotic nuclear systems than do

the WR s.
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170 kg of D20 leaked out: of the moderator pump

at the Bruce DR station, A-reactor in November

of 1981, but no accident occured and the per-

missable emission limits were not even reached.

5.3 Molten Salt Reactors

The NASAP-study concluded that the molten salt

reactor concept has greater resistance to nuclear

weapons proliferation than the FNaB (LMFBR) and

offers resistance to diversion, (34).

The EIR-concept illustrated by Figure 20 contains

50 - 100 times less amounts of dangerous fission

products in the core under operation as compared

to WRs due to the continuous purging with He,

and the afterheat problem is reduced by this and

by the high heat capacity of the system. The max

temp in a core catcher is estimated to no more

than 500°C which greatly reduces the consequences

of an accident. The worst accident is described

in Table 24:
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5.4 Gas-Core Reactors

The on-line refueling and reprocessing features

with the low system fissile inventories (200 -

300 kg or so, needed only for thi initial fuel

change), good resource utilization and actinides

burning in the high flux, means reduced environ-

mental, proliferation and diversion hazards,

(34).

The reduced possibilities of extensive excursions,

though the stability of the fuel gas to control

transient behavior needs further demonstration,

suggests also more limited safety hazards.

5.5 Sp and Beam Technologies

The Sp offers the following environmental and

non-proliferation advantages;

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Minimizes U and Th mining operations as
Sp is a breeder using U or Th feed
only.

For rapid nuclear power capacity build-up.
(No fissile inventories are required to
start-up a nuclear power program.)

Reduces the radioactive wastes. If
transmutation reactions are employed Sp
can offer an alternative or t-ck-up to
deposition policies. See below.

Minimizes the needed global isotope
enrichment capacity.

Minimizes the needed global reprocessing
capacity.

Suppressed burn-ups and power generation
in the blanket.

Subcritical power generation in the
blanket.
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A major disadvantage is that very penetrating

radiations are involved (high energy particle

beams and above all high energy spallation

neutrons) in these systems.

Accelerators are not placed under international

control and there is not even a debate about

their use for nuclear weapons production.

(Switzerland and India are e.g. pursuing spalla-

tion projects.)

The Sp offers the possibility of using heavy

radioactive elements (accinides, transuranics)

as targets to generate neutrons while being

transmuted to shorter life or less radioactive

products (and to use the abundant neutrons to

transmute these undesired elements). This can be

accomplished in appropriate Sp fuel-cycles (45).

Numerous studies in the US have however shown

that there are no incentives to this compared to

deep underground disposal (48). If, however,

underground disposal can not be accepted then

transmutations offer an alternative option.

Japanese work finds "-hen an "Actinide Burning

Fast Reactor" (ABFR) based essentially on fis-

sions (not spallation) to be a practical possi-

biblity, but a very hard neutron spectrum is

required as the fission to capture ratio of

actinide cross sections increase with increasing

neutron energy, and that introduces still large

uncertainties in this FB design and assessment

studies. One could expect on*, such lGWt "ABFR"

to serve ten conventional size reactors (47).

5.6 Fusion Systems

Let us first consider the problems associated with

radioactivity. While about 85 % of the 32xlO*18J
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(200 MeV) of the energy released by one fission

is generated in and confined to the two fission

fragments as kinetic energy (heat) in the fuel

elements (rods, plates, blocks or spheres) of a

fission reactor R, about 80 % of the total of

2.8xlO~J8J (17.6 MeV) of the energy released by

a D+T-fusion, i.e. 2.3xlO~lsJ (14.1 MeV) is

"escaping" the plasma with highly energetic,

very penetrating neutrons. They need to be

stopped by a blanket to recover their energy and

to breed new fusile (in F) or fissile and fusile

(in B/F) fuels rather than coming to rest in

structural materic.2s or in the surroundings,

generating disturbingly radioactive materials.

Note that one fission process that generates on

the average 2 radioactive fission fragments and

just over 2 neutrons (of roughly 2 MeV energy)

corresponds for the same energy release to over

10 highly energetic fusion neutrons (a dangerous

radiation in itself) that could generate some 10

radioactive atoms when coming to rest in the

environment. Figures 71 - 73 show however more

quantitatively the difference between the radio-

active problems of fission and fusion reactors

(71) (54) (45).

Quite generally it is concluded that fusion

represents at least an order of magnitude lower

radiation hazards than fission, though less is

known about the effects of the higher radiation

energies and the magnetic fields associated with

F's. No biological hazard to personnel has been

however demonstrated from stray magnetic fields

of McF's (97).

Note that the Tritium T (= 3H) fuel represents

the major radiation hazard of fusion. Operation
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of the Tritium Systems Test Assembly at LASL

will provide experience with the handling of T.

Radiological hazards to operating personnel of a

F are likely to be comparable with those pertain-

ing to R's (97).

The T inventory of a typical F is in the range

of 2 - 15 kg/GWe. T is a 18 keV p-emitter with a

half life of 12.3 y and a biological half life

of 12 d. T-gas is insoluble in human tissue. The

main hazard is hence ingested THO and T2O. The

"advanced" not radioactive fusile fuels 3He, 2H

or D, JH or p and 1XB eliminate or reduce the

fusion neutrons and the need for T-breeding.

They occur naturally in nature, the two first

however only in concentrations of 1.3xl0~4 % and

0.015 %, but the other two abundantly.

As shown in Table 19 D,D fusion generates some
3He that can be used as a fusile fuel with D to

produce protons and alpha particles (and no

neutrons) by the D(3He,a)p-reaction. (This has

e.g. been proposed to be done in small 10 MW

class "urban" power plants based on the Field-

Reversed Mirror type McF-concept (52).) The

D(D,3He)n-reactions would themselves however

generate some neutrons. One would also have

D(D,T)p- and consequently D(T,a)n-reactions as

well with some tritium and further neutron

generation. (By favoring this burning of these

fusile fuels in D,D-fusion plants one is talking

about "catalyzed" reactions, Cat-D.) Besides not

generating any neutrons the p + l l B - » 3 a fusion

reaction has the environmental advantage of

involving only in nature plentifully, naturally

occuring fusile fuels. Unfortunately the high

temperatures required and subsequent radiation

losses make this fusion reaction difficult to

achieve.
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High temperature process heat applications F/H

or B/F/H offer also safe high temperature process

heat sources considering the reduced possibilities

(to zero if you will) of reactor coolant conta-

mination by fission products as explained in

section 4.6.5.

The harder neutron spectrum and fluxes of fusion

reactors suggest the possibility of destructing

nuclear waste (the long lived actinides or the

major fission product activities of 7Cs and °Sr)

in special F designs including fuel rejuvenation

schemes. In the so called "HYPERFUSE" IcF proposed

by BNL hypervelocity pellets of 7Cs+°Sr+D+T are

made to hit a target in a reactor chamber to

initiate thermonuclear reactions and thereby the

transmutation of the nuclear waste, (99) Figure 74.

The possibilities to reduce the radiation hazards

associated with fusion are in conclusion even

better than for fission (where only higher

nuclear and thermal fuel utilization, extermina-

tion of fission products by transmutation and

spallation reactions and the disposal to outer

space are the available methods). In this area

too energy synergetics should offer the best

practical results.

As to the risks of accidents one observes that

F can not "run away" like a R

The blankets are subcritical (even in
breeder hybrids B/F's) and the decay
heat removal an easier problem than for
R's, especially if B/F's are designed
(as expected) with fission suppressed
blankets.
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The fusile T inventory deserves special
concern, but its containment and reten-
tion should not present unsurmountable
problems. (T can for instance be generated
within solid material lattices.)

The information on transient- and other control

problems involving loss of power, loss of output,

etc was not collected and processed for this

assessment.

Event tree studies of the hazard potential due

to the storage of energy in the superconducting

magnets have revealed a predictable behaviour in

all cases. Usual failure events cause only a

temporary shutdown without damage. Less likely

accidental events will lead to single-current

arcs with moderate damage of a single coil. Only

sudden complete rupture of a turn can be followed

by a multiple-current arcing resulting in a very

high power arc that could damage other reactor

components before extinction. Missile generation

can only occur in the very hypothetical case of

simultaneous rupture of the winding at a suffi-

ciently large distance apart. Even then the

kinetic energy will be less than that of an

airplane crash considered for WR containments

(100).

Fusion plants seem quite safe for urban siting.

Large fissile and fusile fuel factories (B/F)

can be integrated within large nuclear parks as

part of the fuel cycle services for enhanced

economical nuclear energy synergetics.
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5.7 The Environmental Impact of Enrichment

Plants

The major environmental factors associated with

enrichment operations have been summarized and

compared.

These hazards were found to be small indeed as

compared to the other steps of the nuclear fuel

cycle. The more practical problems, e.g. for a

cite selection, arise from the need for waste

heat removal and for the supply of power. Citing,

proliferation and transport issues, all talk for

a nuclear park location (concept).

The AIS processes represent high technologies

only available in countries with enrichment

plants already.
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6. ECONOMY AND MARKETS

The World Bank is quoting nuclear cost figures

from 5»! c/kWh for large multiple units to

7.4 c/kWh for single small units and observing

that the nuclear generating capacity of 4 GWe

today in the developing countr: £S is expanding

at a rate that could result in up to 400 GWe by

year 2000. As a result there is a general growing

international interest in developing and marketing

small nuclear reactors as an export item, but

also for domestic purposes as costs could come

down with many reactor orders and better prospects

for shorter delivery times. The growing energy

costs have also contributed to making small reactors

interesting again.

6.1 Light Water Reactors (WR) Economics

The Canadians are trying to develop very small

heat reactors based on the existing 20 kWt

SLOWPOKE research reactor that can (without

supervision in fact) and are being operated in

cities.

A preliminary cost estimate of a 5 % enriched,

to 2 MWt upgraded SLOWPOKE, indicates that it

can be competitive with electric heating or oil

at an annual load factor of 50 % (29). A $ 1 M

capital cost amortized over 20 years corresponds

to 2.9 Cdn c per kWh (± 0.3 c/kWh) as compared

to 3.2 c/kWh for heat produced from imported

oil, but only 1.8 c/kWh for gas-fired heat.

The Stockholm Chamber of Commerce has assessed a

500 MWt SECURE running 4 000 h/year to deliver

heat at 5.1 and 7.0 öre/kWh for interest rates

of 4 and 10 % respectively, relative to 8.2 and

9.2 öre/kWh for a comparable coal fired plant.
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The French EDF expects capital and power cost

savings for WRs with an ammonia bottoming cycle

because of the plant compaction that can be

achieved and also because of the lower transmis-

sion costs for nuclear plants, (30).

As to the spectral shift reactor SSR, its main

designer. Combustion Engineering Inc in the US,

has assessed it not to be competitive with the

PWR due to higher capital, operation and main-

tenance costs which outweigh the fuel cycle cost

savings unless U prices increase over $ 200/kg,

(101) (107).

The main advantage of the WRs at this time is

the competitive edge over coal fired plants, the

unexplored small reactor markets, district heat

and propulsion applications and of course the

established, experienced industry and its desire

to survive at least until improved systems have

emerged commercially.

6.2 Heavy Water Reactors (PR) Economics

The philosophy of DRs has been to go for the

simplest fuel cycle. In competing with the CANDU

DR, the WR proponents claim typically that there

will be an over-capacity of enrichment plants at

least until year 2000 and one is pointing at the

expensive D2O and the annual 1 % losses of its

inventory.

The Canadians have responded that low enriched U

shows significant economic savings for the DR

and could be used if the ongoing demonstration

of this fuel-cycle will turn out successful.
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The Th-cycle could become economic when che U

prices reach $ 420/kg by around 2025 according

to Ontaio Hydro. Eugene Critoph, Vice Pres of

AECL's Chalk River Laboratories, has however

been quoted to claim (1980-2005) competitiveness

for the Th-cycle already at U prices of $ 170/kg.

See also ref 20.

Quoted plant costs are summarized in Table 25.

Table 25

DR plant costs

Plant/reactor end $M Cnd $/kWe Cnd c/kWh Year Date of cost
net output completed estimate

Pickering A
4 x 542 MWe

Coal

760 0.35 1.3
1.9

4.0

1971-3 1981"
expected year 2000

Pickering B
4 r. 340 MWe

Bruce A
4 x 740 MWe

Bruce B
4 x 750 MWe

Point Lepreau
2 x 630 MWe

Darlington
4 x 881 MWe

Atucha II
692 MWe

3600

4600

1200

6600

1500
US $M

1.67

1.53

0.95

1.87

2.17
US $

1.5
2.2

4.82
US c

1983-5

1977-8

1983-87

1982

1988-91

1987

1981-11

1978 and 1981
expected year 2000

1981-11

1981

1981

1981 contract
with KWU

The cost of disposing the nuclear waste in pre-

cambrian rock formations in Canada has been

reported at 0.4 mill/kWh if the fuel i s to be

thrown away and 0.3 mill/kWh i f the waste i s

from reprocessing.
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Canada has spent over $ 2 G in developing CANDU

according to Minister of Finance A I MacEachen

(1981) who is disturbed by the credit war in the

export financing field. The government review of

Canada's nuclear industry concluded that component

makers will be without business by 1985-6. The

need to export nuclear technology is crucial for

that industry in Canada. One is also exploring

the possibility of exporting nuclear generated

electricity to the USA.

A very positive factor with the successful

Canadian DR development is the so far obtained

high load factors (partly due to on-load fueling),

averaging 80 %.

The advanced fuel cycles (including the self-

sufficient one) make the DRs also more economic

i'i the long-term than are the WRs, (20). Besides

fuel cost advantages the DRs offer better system

efficiencies in future symbiotic systems as

illustrated by Tables 1 - 2 and Figure 7.

The DRs have further a future cost reduction

potential in possibly drastically reduced D2O-

costs and in revenues from Tritium recovery and

sales, (102).

6.3 Molten Salt Reactors Economics

The NASAP-study concluded, that the capital

costs of molten salt reactors will be typically

50 % higher than for WRs as will the operation

and maintenance costs. Generating costs could

become lower if the price of U3O8 approaches

$ 350/kg. They might hence become competitive
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within the time frame ot development and operating

lifetime of the first plants (34). The Ebasco

molten salt breeder development group assessed

the fuel costs as half of those for PWR (31).

The fuel cycles with on-line refueling/reprocessing

offer economic advantages for all these concepts.

Costs for the molten BLiF based salt B/F are

compared with those for a solid He-cooled blanket

in Tables 29 - 30 of Section 6.6.

6.4 Gas-Core Reactors Economics

This line of development is still too far in the

future to permit economic predictions, not the

least considering the uncertainties of the

economics of the competing systems. The NASAF

study mentions 40 - 100 % higher capital and

double operation and maintenance costs as for

WRs. At this time one can really only take note

of the variety of special applications gas-core

reactors offer and its special fuel cycle charac-

teristics, low fissile inventory and breeding

that could offer large economic gains in a

situation of rapid nuclear power growth demand

when enriched fuels are scarce and the U price

high, (34).

6.5 Sp Economics

A Canadian study concludes that in symbiosis

with DRs (CANDU) Sp allows less reprocessing

and the minimum cost is achieved with DR con-

version ratios around 0.9. still SU prices of

US$ 180/g 5U (which is 3 - 4 times those of

today) is required for competitiveness, (44).
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The same is roughly true with the B/F, but an

economic Sp can be half the size of the B/F. A

capital cost estimate of US$ 0.8 - 1.3 G for

2.5 kg fissile production per day of a Sp has

been made as compared to $ 1.7 - 2.5 G for

a 5 kg fissile/d B/F, (44).

According to A M Weinberg (1981) fissile material

costs may still rise considerably above the

current price, (to around $ 400/g 5 U ) .

Tables 26 - 28 (45) show American cost estimates

that suggest Sp power costs not larger than for

the FNaB (LMFBR). A linear accelerator fuel

enricher/ regenerator supporting three U02-fueled

WRs >s estimated to generate electrical power at

a price about 33 % higher than that of a WR

alone. With 60 000 MWd/Mg burnup (5.2 GJ/g) the

natural U resource base is extended by a factor

3, the needed enrichment plant capacity reduced

by a factor 4.3 and the rate by which spent fuel

must be stored by a factor 2, (103).

Note that depending on the conversion ratio of

0.6 - 0.9 of the accompanying power producing

work horses the number of such reactors per Sp

varies from about 3 to about 15 correspondingly

(45).

Commercialization by year 2000 would cost $ 3 G

including the cost of a prototype plant (103).
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Table 26 LATER FUEL CAPITAL COST

(1978 dollars escalated co 1986)

Llnac Cost (0.3A - 1.5 GeV)

Target Reactor Cost, 450 MW(e) x 1000 x $ 700

LAFER Cost (1978 Dollars)

Escalation and Interest Charges (7Z and 9Z)

LAFER Cost (1986 Dollars)

Amortization (15Z)

Energy from 3 x 1000 MW(e) Reactors (752 PF.)

LAFER Fuel Capital Cost

§ 500 x 106

315 x IQ6

$ 815 x 106

675 x IQ6

$1490 x LO6

S 223 x 10ö

19.2 x IQ9 .<WH(e)/Year

11.63 Mil Is/'KWH (e)

Table 27 FUEL CYCLE COST - MILLS/KWH(e) (ESCALATED TO 1986)

Yellow Cake

Conversion

Enrichment

Fabrication

Storage and
Carrying Charge

Transportation

Amortization of LAFER
(152, 80S ?F)

Electrical Power (450 MW(e))
to LAFER at 58.3 Mills/KWH(e)

Oper. and Maintenance

Unit Cost
Dollars*

$50/Lb U3O3

Sll/Kg

3100/SWU

$200/Kg

$400/Kg HM

$30/Kg HM

Conv.
LUR*

3.94

0.29

2.90

2.05

3.87

0.31

Reduction
Factor

3.62

3.62

4.33

2.0

2.0

2.0

2-Cycle
LAFER-LWR

1.09

0.08

0.67

1.03

1.94

0.1-3

11.63

13.36*

2.00

28.06

*ANS - US Industry Report (1976-7).
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Conv

S

. LWR»

600
1100

U

5

FtR-LUT*.

600
1100

COMPARATIVE ECONOMICS OF LINEAR ACCELERATOR FUEL REGENERATOR (1AFER)
WITH LIGHT WATER REACTORS (UR)

Capital Cost

Base Capital Cost S/KV (Cross)
Completion Cost S/KW (Escalated for 1986

Operation) (Gross)

Resource

Fuel Requirement over 30 years, Tans Nat. 'J

Power Generation Cost (Average 1st - 10 yrs.)

Capital Charges (15Z and 70Z P-F.)
Fuel (52 Escalation/Yr)
Op. and Maine.

Total

6300

26.
13.
3,

Mills

.9

. 4

.3

1750

/KVH(e)

26.
23.
3.

.9
T

• A.

.3

43 .5 53.3

(*) ANS - US Industry Report (1976-7)

6.6 Fusion Economics

Factors of interest in the discussion of the

competitiveness of Fs include:

A

A.I

A.2

B.

Total power costs as a power plant.

The capital costs are the dominating
feature.

Initial fusile inventory costs. While
one may be talking about a T inventory
of around 15 kgT for a 1 GWe F one is
talking of a need of 250 - 1 O00 kgT
for the first decade of F introduction.
At $ 10 000/gT this corresponds to
$ 150 M and $ 2.5 - 10 G respectively,
(continuous T-processing and good
T-breeding relax the constraints on the
start-up T inventory).

The support ratio (number of 1 GWe Rs
supported by fissile fuel from one
B/F), as a large support ratio permits
high B/F costs. (The power cost is then
calculated as that of the synergetic
system with a certain number of Rs per
one B/F.)
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C.

D.

E.

The value of the environmental advan-
tages (if demonstrated) of F over R,
e.g. with regard to siting.

High temperature process heat costs
from F/Hs or from B/F/Hs, (a potential
advantage).

Future potential F power cost reductions.

With significant fusion power production still

decades away it is of course premature to claim

that economic assessments today can be of more

value than as a rough guidance of the R&D program.

Such assessments are nevertheless necessary and

here are some of the reported results:

Beside technological aspects also economics

suggest fissile fuel breeding by B/Fs to be an

earlier and superior fusion application than

pure (F) electricity generation (74) (70): F

requires at least 10 times higher plasma Q-values

than B/F, as break-even occurs at Q = 2.5 respect-

ively at 0.1 in the two cases studied by Lee at

the LLNL (70). Figures 75 - 77 and Tables 29, 30

and 10 elucidate further these matters for the

case of tandem mirror McB/F performance with He

and molten salt blankets respectively. Typically

B/F with fast fission blankets have been estimated

to cost 2 - 3 times more than WRs and with

suppressed fission blankets 3 - 5 times more,

Figure 78, and electricity costs from pure F are

about twice the costs from a WR, (76).
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Lee that suggested significantly lower power

costs for Th fueled suppressed fission blanket

B/Fs reports also somewhat lower power costs for

the laser driven IcB/F compared to the two major

McB/Fs, Figure 76, but considering the uncertainties

they all are in the same ball park.

The Electrical Power Research Institute (EPRI)

concluded in 1980 that the Tokamak and Tandem

Mirror McF and the Laser IcF, all three have

similar economics, corresponding tc a ceiling on

the U 30 8 price escalation in the $ 100 - 400/kg

range (as with the FBs). EPRI too assessed the

B/F as an earlier desirable development and that

one should emphasize the fission-suppressed

blanket concepts.

The International Fusion Research Council (IFRC)

reported fusion capital costs to be similar to

those of the FNaB (LMFBR), (97).

An economic study by Berwald and Maniscalco

concludes that the levelized cost of electricity

in the symbiotic system is < 44 % above current

levelized cost from WRs with $ 100/kg U3O8

[55.8 mill/kwhe] and quite insensitive to the

major cost and performance uncertainties in

laser driven IcB/Fs. Fusion could hence according

to them be the least expensive option and the

earliest significant commercial impact toward

relieving us of the dependence on fossil fuels,

(77). As Bethe concludes "pure fusion F offers a

too high price for reduced radioactivity as the

investment costs could be 1.5 - 5 times higher

than for pure fission systems. B/F's on the

other hand makes fusion promising".
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(As plasma technology advances one may hope to

be able to utilize the p+laB -» 3a reaction that

requires no T-breeding and blanket processing

and infact to protection against neutrons. With

negligeable fusile fuel costs, cneoe plant

simplifications, and reduced radiation hazards

one can hope for significant cost reductions

unless the required increase of driver energy

nullifies this. Such and other future develop-

ments are of course impossible to forecast now.)

An interesting F cost study at Bechtel in the US

concludes that the "Low Temp He-Cooled" F using

High Temp Steam Turbine Conversion offers the

best economy for the so popular Tokamac McF

development (104).

Figure 79 shows WR electricity costs as a func-

tion of U3O8 costs relative to those of the

Tandem Mirror B/F reference plant (2.7 GW thermal

fusion power with 530 MW input to it producing

4 GWth total nuclear power and having a 26 % net

electricity generation efficiency), producing

2.2 Mg fusile fuel annually per GW year nuclear

power (or 6.2 Mg/year at a plant factor of 70 %)

and having a T breeding ratio of 1.05, (96). The

B/F becomes thus competitive when U 30 8 costs

double.

Figure 80 shows the system "insensitivity" to

B/F capital costs relative to those of WRs,

(76). A 50 % increase of B/F capital costs

increase system electricity costs by only 14 %.

Figure 81 shows the significant advantage offered

by the molten salt (processing) concepts (76).
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4 5 6

TMHR CAPITAL COST RELATIVE TO LWR

Fig. 80. System electricity cost versus TMHR capital cost.
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Fig. 81. System electricity cost versus TMHR fuel cycle cost.
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Figure 82 shows the sensitivity with regard to

the ability to produce fissile fuel, and Figure 83

the sensitivity with regard to the B/F net

electrical efficiency, (76). A 50 % decrease

would only increase electricity costs by 4 %.

6.7 Enrichment Economics

Already in the late 80ies annual US enrichment

sales are in the few billion dollars bracket.

(The DOE new SWU prices as of Aug 21 1982 are

$ 138.65 for fixed commitments and $ 149.85 for

requirement contracts.) The development of

advanced isotope separation, AIS, Methods not

only to prevent $ 200/SWU costs, but rather

lower the costs to around $ 30/SWU, add therefore

to the incentives to quickly develop the enrich-

ment industry, (96). By the turn of the century

the reprocessing, in combination with improved

fuel utilization up to breeding, will however

start to compete seriously with isotope enrichment

that later must resume a relatively modest

importance in the energy production as explained

in Section 4.7.

The superiority of the AIS methods over the

centrifuges have however not yet been demon-

strated. The expectations are expressed in

relation to SWU costs of more conventional

techniques in Figure 84, (95). Obviously this is

an important factor to consider when discussing

the urgency of breeders, recycling and of novel

nuclear reactors (including Sp).
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Since the enrichment cost for a WR is roughly

3 milis/kWh one is "fighting" about 1 mill/kWh.

Other than economic factors may hence be the

decisive ones. Still 1 mill/kWh for 100 GWe of

WRs translates into potential savings in enrich-

ment costs of half a billion of dollars annually.

(For Sweden one is talking hence of $ 50 M/a.)
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7. CONCLUSIONS

The in the report proposed policies are based on

technical assessments (and not on guesses about

politics that would result in a global dephasing

of nuclear power as suggested e.g. by the way

the referendum was conducted in Sweden). First

one must try to identify a technically optimal

global nuclear policy, and assuming the practise

of that (i.e. that relevant technical reasoning

will be prevailing), then try to conclude what

an optimal national development for Sweden would

be. This scenario can then be discussed by the

authorities in the light of actually conducted

energy policies globally and nationally.

These considerations of the futuristic develop-

ments of nuclear energy are based on the well

founded conclusion, that plentiful cheap energy

is a basic instrument for a better living (and

global peace).

The subject of this report is very timely because

of the following new and recent trends in the

energy field:

B.

The NASAP and INFCE studies changed
markedly the views regarding future
nuclear synergetics possibilities and
resulted in actual support for new R&D
avenues. They disclosed in particular
the differences of various reactor
types with regards to the fuel cycle
aspects.

The general recession has slowed down
effectively the nuclear power development
which with a buyers market (including
uranium) and falling oil prices has
relaxed the need for breeders which in
turn is emphasizing the usefulness of
better thermal reactor fuel utilization
as offered e.g. by the HeGR (HTR).
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F.

This is also giving the WRs (LWR) and
CRs (the CO2-cooled reactors) brighter
future opportunities with the new trend
to improve further their fuel cycles
and also to expand their markets in
other directions.

There is also a clear trend of "Small
is Quick and Beautiful" to cope with
the long times between ordering a plant
and getting it on line and to introduce
some 400 GWe of nuclear power in the
3rd World by year 2000. (The interest
for district heating and propulsion
applications support this trend.)

Other important trends are the determina-
tion to close the fuel cycle, to shorten
licensing proceedures and e.g. the US
commitment to retain leadership regarding
reliable and competitive fuel enrichment
services.

One should take particular notice of a
number of almost revolutionary technical
innovations and their developments the
past few years. These include important
progress and new avenues for fusion
(including ohmic heated magnetic confine-
ment fusion McF, hybrid breeders B/F,
light ion driven inertial confinement
fusion IcF, the surfing of spallation
and the advanced isotope separation
techniques, AZS, etc). With the other
trends mentioned here, the choices of
futuristic symbiotic systeius have
suddenly increased. While one only a
few years ago was talking about an
orderly development of WR -» FB+ HeGR -» F
(the FB was regarded as the only prac-
tical fissile fuel producer that allows
the best utilization of U and Th), we
are now talking about WR -> HeGR+AIS -* FB
and/or Sp and/or B/F -» F and thermal
breeders are not excluded either.

Above all the beneficial energy synergetic
possibilities are becoming growingly
clear for various symbiotic systems
(see cover), that take advantage of low
capital cost energy work horses (like
the WRs and the HeGRs in the future),
the neutron abundance of DRs, HeGRs,
FBs, Sp or B/F, the efficiency, versatility
and safety of HeGRs, and of the low
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H.

environmental impact of HeGRs, Sp or F
and so on, all with the aim of offering
plentiful, cheap energy for a wide
range of applications at all regions of
the world and at low capital costs,
environmental impact, safety and weapons
proliferation hazards.

The interest advantages of nuclear
power such as "no" pollution, small
needed transport and fuel reserve
storage volumes etc that offers urban
siting possibilities with significant
savings in energy transmission costs
(reduced energy carrier transmissions
such as high voltage lines etc) are
gradually regaining the interest they
so well deserve. This is much due to
the inherent safety characteristics of
novel developments like the HeGR and
also to improved safety features of old
and new WRs.

Figures 2 and 4 summarize with Tables 31 and 32

the major reactor concept developments, indicating

the possibilities of nuclear power synergetics

by symbiotic systems. The main objective of

Tables 31 - 32 is to uncover the areas that most

urgently need to be followed-up and studied for

more refined conclusions. This depends on which

characteristics are given high priorities and on

how these priorities may vary with time. The

authors priorities are denoted in the tables to

illustrate this. The same priority for a "column"

(and similarly the same rating within it) should

be used when the use of consecutive priority (or

rating) numbers have an insignificant result on

the over-all assessment. As different workers

still may assign different values to some of the

priorities and ratings, it was decided not to

report yet all the ratings the author would

select at this time.
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One can conclude from column 7 in Table 31 that.

all systems can most likely be developed well in

time to avoid a catastrophic fuel shortage.

Column 4 indicates the order of magnitude of

still required R&D support in billions of dollars.

The most significant conclusion is that while

the fusion developments are expected to cost more

than $ 20 G all other concepts remain below or

around $ 10 G. It would therefore be quite

reasonable to try them all out as one is doing

with the concept of fusion. This can therefore

be expected too. Major findings or new innovations

during this accelerated development (including

F-R&D) could rationalize it and in fact cut

these R&D costs. Columns 1 - 4 indicate also

which developments need international sharing of

the costs.

The environmental aspects (columns 12 - 15) of

all nuclear power systems can be further improved

from the present quite satisfactory state of

affairs. Future developments can be expected to

bring significant economic savings when more

reasonable, while perfectly assuring, protective

measures will be approved. This applies particularly

to the essentially political safety, proliferation

and siting issues. Thus the relative environmental

merits indicated are of present interest only

until the politics of nuclear power has settled

and the controversial issues "permanently"

resolved, hopefully during this decade. (Until

probabilistic calculations are fully accepted,

it may be adventageous to design reactors to be

inherently safe against core melt-downs.)
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The motivation of the expensive fusion research

in relation to the less expensive fission efforts

with more confidence of earlier solutions can

thus be questioned. Fusion can be preferred

only if one could clearly devise the least capital

intense power producing symbiotic system on this

principle. This includes thus the hybrid B/F as

fusion alone may otherwise not have advantages

over spallation or fissile breeding in fission

reactors. Note that fissile constraints can also

be relaxed by slow nuclear capacity growth, by a

nuclear disarmament that could release hundreds

of tonnes (Mg) of fissile material and by the

development/introduction of the HeGR - gas-core

reactor line with reprocessing (closing of the

nuclear fuel-cycle). Nevertheless the issue of

choosing a fissile (and fusile) fuel supply

route remains THE ISSUE in nuclear power develop-

ment.

The question of U or Th supply constraints can

be resolved with any of the three major symbiotic

systems (see Table 32) as by fusion alone.

Environmental/safety, fissile or fertile con-

straints do hardly alone justify the costly

development of fusion.

Top priority should therefore still rest on assuring

symbiotic fission systems that can resolve the

energy crises for good.

Columns 1 - 1 2 cover economical issues. These

represent therefore the decisive questions in

agreement with what was said in Chapter 1 about

the importance of abundant supplies of cheap

energy, as all others can be dealt with if a

political will can be generated.
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The unit size issue (columns 10 - 11) involves

a. Improved small reactor competitiveness
due to higher energy costs, shorter
delivery times (series production with
on the shelf items, easier transports/
transmission, better safety/quicker
licensing), larger market (series pro-
duction) -

b. Easier/faster nuclear power capacity
growth (saving of oil for better uses
and an improved environment), and

c. Sooner access for the less developed
countries to the blessings of nuclear
technologies.

The major question brought out by Tables 31 - 32,

is really one of how confident one can be about

the feasibility of the various concepts in the

expected range of capital costs and performance

(column 8) that makes the tables meaningful.

In the case of the AIS methods this makes no

major difference considering the larger impacts

of the uncertainties of the assessments of the

competing systems.

The HeGR seems potentially so superior to the

WRs that this author would be very surprised if

that view would be proved wrong or if the HeGR

would not be developed. It seems superior to the

DR as well, but as the DR is an existing, in

many cases better choice to the WRs, there is no

conflict. The HeGR is based on proven gas-cooled

reactors that have played a pioneering role in

nuclear power development. It has most common

features too with the symbiotic partners FHeB,

Sp and B/F and with the potentially interesting

more futuristic gas-core reactors (UF6R) as
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well. (It has also been recommended for T-breeding

for the B/F.) It seems hence to be the superior

work horse power producer candidate in the

system unless revolutionary developments will

occur e.g. regarding fusion. The gas-core reactors

can be viewed as a direct development of the HTR

as the HeGR notation itself clearly shows.

The likeliest seems to be that the indicated WR

developments continue, and will be complemented

with DRs and HeGRs, then by AIS and FBs (note

that if a gas-cooled breeder will be developed,

it could outdo the FNaB), and if the fusion and

spallation developments continue, as they seem

to do, these may arrive as future complements

and competitors, depending largely on the relative

importance of the factors indicated in Tables 31 - 32.

A fair choice between FBs and B/F requires the

testing out of both including their respective

best candidates (like the FHeB with regards to

the FBs) .

One should perhaps add here that with todays

know-how the thermal breeders TmB would be worth

reconsideration. They fell out of the picture

essentially as a result of their smaller breeding

margins as compared to the FBs (106). With the

improved analytical tools of today one recognizes

that they could do sufficiently well and complement

the FBs with their lower fissile inventories and

demonstrated safety features characteristic of

thermal reactors. The near term heavy water

suspension reactors DSuB and the more futuristic

gas-core reactors HeUF6GB seem to hold great

potential as thermal breeders. As no major R&D

programs exist in these areas our national
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nuclear policy questions remain however still

centered on those novel systems actually being

developed today.

This study concludes, close to the common view

in the nuclear industry, that governments supports

to the nuclear power development should now

assign the highest priority to

2.

Fission (HeGR with HeGH and HeGR-GT,
FHeB, small reactors aid the fuel
cycles) and second priority to

Blanket technologies for both accelerator
Sp and fusion hybrid B/F breeders
aiming at the simplest, smallest, most
rugged and reliable designs for the
earliest possible fissile fuel produc-
tion applications.

Swedish activities on the other hand should

include

Continued assessments along the lines
that have produced this report. This is
particularly important now with the
explosion of innovations taking place
all over the world and with the energy
crises still unresolved.

Participation in international endeavours
coinciding with the indicated priorities
1 and 2 above. (The SECURE project is
of great international interest as have
been some other Swedish contributions
to the development of peaceful nuclear
power.)
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